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Abstract
Palladium is established both as an indispensable metal in modern synthetic chemistry and
as a key component in catalytic converters and electronic equipment. The unrelenting
demand for this metal increases both the financial and environmental cost, through mining, of
this metal, rendering consumption unsustainable in its current form. This review provides a
critical survey of the main approaches being pursued to address this issue, including lowloading catalysis, recyclable catalysts and the use of palladium recovered from secondary
sources. The literature discussed herein reveals that catalysts that operate at low loadings
are an attractive, sustainable option for many transformations, even when compared to
catalyst systems that can be reused multiple times. Both low-loading and reusable catalysts
depend on a finite natural supply of palladium, making the development of catalysts based
on metal recovered from end-of-life materials (urban mining) a promising field of research.
The way in which low-loading is achieved in different catalyst designs influences the choice
of reaction temperature and solvent, which has additional environmental implications. Such
factors are discussed for a wide range of systems alongside reaction and substrate scope,
supported by extensive supplementary information. The survey aims to provide an insight
into the relative merits of the approaches being explored and how the field of palladiumbased catalysis might progress towards more sustainable use of this critical metal.
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1.0.
Introduction
From bench scale research to industrial scale production, palladium-based catalysis has
become a cornerstone of modern chemistry. Many of the pharmaceuticals [1] and
agrochemicals on which contemporary society relies depend on at least one synthetic step
catalysed by palladium [2–4]. However, the consumption of palladium is not limited to the
chemical industry. Alongside its catalytic activity, the excellent stability of palladium as an
oxidation catalyst has made it a crucial component in automotive three-way catalytic
converters, whilst its high conductivity is exploited in electronic equipment. However,
palladium is present only in very low natural abundance and there is a risk to future supply of
this versatile element [5]. Indeed, the high demand and limited supply of the metal has
resulted in a significant palladium deficit ever since 2012 [6,7]. This unrelenting demand has
culminated in record palladium prices, increasing from £19.40 per gram in 2016 to £69.63
per gram in 2020, rendering current palladium consumption unsustainable unless changes
are made [8].
Concerns over the supply of palladium are not limited to economic factors and its low
abundance. The processes which palladium must undergo in its journey from ore to roundbottom flasks are accompanied by environmental consequences that are often
underappreciated. The social and environmental impacts that mining has on water and air
quality, biodiversity, and housing displacement are well documented [9–12]. Furthermore, the
low concentration of palladium in ore (<10 g/tonne), alongside the presence of other first row
transition and platinum group metals, means that palladium refining is an energy demanding
process which relies also on harmful chemical reagents [13]. The energy intensive steps
involve numerous heating cycles, often in blast and electric arc furnaces at 800-1450 C [14],
which contribute to an estimated 3880 kg of CO2 equivalents emitted per kilogram of
palladium produced. This value is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than those reported for
copper (2.8 kg CO2-eq/kg), aluminium (8.2 kg CO2-eq/kg), zinc (3.1 kg CO2-eq/kg) and iron
(1.5 kg CO2-eq/kg) [9]. In addition, the process uses reagents such as aqua regia to dissolve
palladium, generating toxic NOx and Cl2 gases, which affect both mine workers and local
biodiversity. Like most mining, the processes employed involve significant quantities of water
consumption and waste [9,12]. The factors described above have led to an urgent need for
new approaches that can utilise palladium in a more sustainable way.
The use of more sustainable palladium catalysts in the chemical industry presents
one avenue for tackling the challenges surrounding the supply of palladium. The ideal
sustainable catalyst would come from a secondary source that does not deplete the finite
primary supply, function at a low palladium loading, perform under conditions that are
environmentally benign and be reusable multiple times. All of this would need to be achieved
whilst maintaining the impressive performance and scope boasted by modern palladium
catalysts. Traditional palladium systems fall short of this ideal in many respects. Undesirable
solvents such as dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethylacetamide (DMA) and N-methyl-2-
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pyrrolidine (NMP) are frequently employed at temperatures 100 C, alongside palladium
loadings typically in the range 1-5 mol% [15,16]. Fortunately, as our mechanistic
understanding of palladium catalysis has improved, so has catalytic activity, and a greater
balance between performance and sustainability can now be achieved.
The aim of this review is to cover the main ways in which palladium catalysis can be
made more sustainable, with a primary focus on the sustainability of the metal. However,
since factors such as catalyst performance, reaction scope and conditions cannot be
ignored, these aspects of each palladium system will also be addressed. The overall aim is
to provide the reader with a greater understanding of the current state of the art in
sustainable palladium catalysis alongside the merits of each method, and ultimately how the
field might progress.
Aside from a short opinion piece by Bihani [17], which mainly covered micellar
catalysis, and a book series chapter by Monai [18] on heterogeneous and metal free
catalysts, the sustainability of palladium in catalysis has not been reviewed extensively.
Whilst palladium-free catalysis is a promising approach for tackling the challenges
surrounding palladium sustainability, it is a topic that has been covered in detail elsewhere
[19–22] and is beyond this scope of this review. Similarly, heterogeneous recyclable
catalysts have also been reviewed extensively and will not be covered here [22–28]. Instead,
the third section will cover homogeneous recyclable catalysts, which is an area of palladium
catalysis that has received increasing interest over the last decade and has yet to be
reviewed. The topic of low-loading palladium catalysts, described in the second section of
this review, has been addressed in 2018 by Roy and Uozumi in an excellent review covering
both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts [29]. However, their review was limited to
palladium at loadings of 0.01 mol% or less. This constraint excludes a significant number of
palladium catalysed transformations at loadings between 0.1-0.01 mol%, much of which are
conducted under environmentally benign conditions. Finally, aside from a 2012 publication
on bio-recovered palladium by Boon et al. [30], we are unaware of any review covering
palladium catalysts sourced from waste end-of-life materials, which forms the basis of the
first section of the review.
Research efforts focused on achieving improved sustainability of palladium typically
involve a combination of three main approaches: 1) Utilising a secondary source of
palladium, 2) Employing palladium at low (0.1 mol%) catalyst loadings 3) Using palladium
systems that can be recovered and reused at the end of a chemical process. The material
contained in this review is thus organised into three main sections covering these three
methodologies. In each case, they will be discussed in terms of their advantages and
disadvantages, both in terms of environmental aspects, such as palladium consumption and
reaction conditions, as well as in terms of scope and performance. Due to the extensive
literature focusing on palladium catalysis, it is not the intention of this overview to provide a
comprehensive coverage of every publication reporting either a low-loading or recyclable
catalyst. Instead, examples have been chosen to cover all of the different reported recovery
and recycling techniques, catalyst designs, reaction conditions, and scope. However,
comprehensive summary tables are provided in the Supplementary Information. This
information covers all of the low-loading and recyclable palladium catalysts identified during
this survey of the literature.
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2.0.
Palladium catalysts recovered from end-of-life materials
Three-way automotive catalysts (TWCs) and electronic equipment account for 90% of the
global demand for palladium and the relatively short lifetime of these materials (10 years for
a TWC) has resulted in an accumulation of palladium-rich waste [6]. The relative
concentrations of palladium in catalytic converters (2 kg/tonne), waste electronic equipment
(300 g/tonne) and natural ore (<10 g/tonne) highlight the potential of these waste streams as
more sustainable sources of palladium [13]. Unfortunately, current recovery techniques
utilise undesirable reagents and conditions. Pyrometallurgical recovery is energy intensive
and provides poor selectivity, whilst more selective hydrometallurgical techniques rely on
toxic and environmentally-harmful reagents such as cyanide and aqua regia [31]. As a result,
there has been considerable research focused on developing milder, more environmentally
friendly methods for recovering palladium.
An attractive alternative to pyrometallurgical or hydrometallurgical approaches is to
use a much milder recovery technique, which yields palladium as a catalytically useful
complex. This section will discuss reports that describe palladium-based catalyst systems
recovered from end-of-life materials. It is divided into three subsections based on how the
end-of-life waste is chemically manipulated prior to catalysis. It is worth noting that only a
small part of the literature on palladium recovery concerns the application of the recovered
metal in catalysis. Readers interested in palladium recovery more generally are directed
towards recent reviews by Paiva on solvent extraction and Rajesh et al. on palladium
adsorbents [32,33].
2.1.
Palladium catalysts recovered from acidic waste streams
One of the main challenges in the recovery of palladium from end-of-life catalytic converters
and electronic equipment is the dissolution and selective recovery of palladium from the bulk
support material. The most popular technique is to use acidic and oxidising solutions such as
aqua regia, which oxidise the elemental metal and then dissolve the Pd2+ ions formed,
followed by their extraction or adsorption. The popularity of this approach has resulted in
numerous groups adopting the intermediate acidic waste streams as a secondary source of
palladium for use in catalysis. The systems used to recover palladium and enable the
catalytic activity of the recovery products will be reviewed in this subsection. In general,
techniques utilising concentrated acid or aqua regia benefit from relatively rapid dissolution of
palladium from the waste material, however the release of NOx and Cl2 gases from this
process introduces safety and environmental concerns. For a summary of palladium
recovered from acidic waste streams, see Table S1 in the Supplementary Information.
A common strategy employed in palladium recovery is the use of an adsorbent
material of high surface area functionalised with basic centres. Rajesh and Ganesan et al.
reported that polyethyleneimine (PEI) functionalised alumina nanoparticles (1) were an
effective adsorbent for Pd2+ from a mildly acidic solution (pH 6) [34]. In addition to its efficacy
for this application, this support also boasts an environmentally benign synthesis in aqueous
media (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of a PEI-alumina adsorbent.
The adsorbent was reused four times following desorption of palladium by treatment
with aqueous thiourea, achieving 91% metal adsorption for the first three cycles and 85% for
the fourth. Furthermore, the palladium-loaded alumina nanopowder (Pd-PEI-AO) was an
effective catalyst for various different transformations. The reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4aminophenol was achieved in the presence of NaBH4 (10 equivalents), resulting in near
quantitative conversion (in short reaction times between 3-12 min) followed by reuse 5 times,
albeit with some loss in activity. The divalent Pd-PEI-AO material was also reduced with
NaBH4 to yield a Pd0 loaded alumina nanopowder that proved to be an effective catalyst for
both Cr4+ reduction and H2 production from ammonia borane. For the potential of this
approach to be evaluated, the selective adsorption of palladium from a realistic model waste
stream needs to be studied.
This aspect was investigated by Park, Jeong and co-workers, who employed a PEIfunctionalised bio-cellulose (tunicate) nanofibril adsorbent (PEI-TN) to recover 90% Pt and
80% Pd content from a model catalytic converter waste stream containing Ni, Fe and Mn
ions [35]. High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging experiments revealed the
formation of nanoscale Pd and Pt clusters distributed uniformly throughout the pores of the
support. The Pd/Pt loaded PEI-TN material showed good catalytic activity in the reduction of
4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol, consistently obtaining 93% yield after 10 min for 3 reuse
cycles. The reaction rates appear similar to those obtained using the Pd-PEI-AO system
described above, however it is important to note that the reduction experiments were
performed with 1000 equivalents of NaBH4. The low cost and environmental advantages
associated with the valorisation of waste bio-cellulose makes the technique particularly
attractive. However, it would be beneficial to study a wider range of chemical transformations
and the lack of selectivity for Pd over Pt during metal recovery could be a drawback for many
transformations.
Bio-cellulose is not the only biomaterial to be utilised in palladium recovery and
catalysis. Numerous reports have described the application of microorganisms to the
recovery of palladium in the form of a catalytically-competent compound. In general, the
microbe acts as both an adsorbent for Pd2+ ions and as a biocatalyst for the reduction to Pd0,
with the later step typically relying on the addition of a reducing agent such as sodium
formate or hydrogen. Palladium metal is recovered as bio-stabilised nanoparticles (bioPdNPs), which have subsequently been applied in a variety of chemical transformations. In
early work, Creamer and co-workers employed Gram-positive (B. sphaericus) and Gramnegative (D. desulfuricans) bacteria in the presence of H2 gas to prepare bio-PdNPs that
were ~4.6 nm in diameter [36]. The resulting bio-PdNPs were applied to the hydrogenation of
itaconic acid, obtaining reaction rates comparable to a commercial 5 wt% Pd-graphite
catalyst (Table 1).
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Table 1. Catalytic activity of bio-PdNPs in the hydrogenation of itaconic acid.

initial rate (x 10-3 molgPd-1s-1)

conversion (%)

5 wt% D. desulfuricans bio-PdNPs

11

85

2 wt% B. sphaericus bio-PdNPs

12

92

commercial 5 wt% Pd/C

13

92

Pd catalyst

Bennett and co-workers expanded their work on D. desulfuricans-derived bio-PdNPs
by exploring their application as catalysts for the hydrogenation of 2-pentyne [37]. These
researchers synthesised the bio-PdNPs in an acidic solution (pH 2-3) and the palladium
nanoparticles formed were smaller (~1.7 nm diameter) than in their previous work (Table 1
[36]). While effective, the bio-PdNPs exhibited a 30% slower initial rate of reaction compared
to a commercial Pd/Al2O3 catalyst. More recently it has been shown that bio-PdNPs derived
from E. Coli are also effective catalysts for the hydrogenation of 2-pentyne [38]. In contrast to
the other studies, these bio-PdNPs exhibited a ~1.4 fold faster rate of hydrogenation and
~1.5 fold greater selectivity for cis-pentene relative to commercial Pd/Al2O3.
In 2009, Søbjerg and colleagues were the first to investigate the potential of bioPdNPs for C-C cross-coupling reactions [39]. Their studies employed Cupriavidus necator
and Pseudomonas putida for the recovery of palladium from an aqueous solution, with
formate acting as the reducing agent. The resulting bio-PdNPs proved to be efficient
catalysts for the Suzuki-Miyaura and Mizoroki-Heck couplings of a series of aryl iodides,
however, no Suzuki-Miyaura coupling product was obtained for an activated aryl bromide
substrate (Scheme 2). The catalyst derived from C. necator was also reused four times in the
coupling of p-iodotoluene and phenyl boronic acid without any observed loss in activity.
Despite C. necator yielding bio-PdNPs that were smaller and with a narrower size
distribution, there did not appear to be any significant difference in the catalytic activity
observed.

Scheme 2. Catalytic activity of bio-PdNPs derived from C. necator and P. putida.
In a later study [40], C. necator and C. metallidurans were applied to a model acidic
(pH 1.4) leachate containing Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Ru, Pb, and Cu, resulting in excellent
recovery yields for Pd (96-100%) alongside the concomitant recovery of Pt (70%) and Rh
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(55%). Unfortunately, the resulting bio-PdNPs were found to be less catalytically active than
those previously reported by the same group, leading to only 50% yield for the Mizoroki-Heck
coupling of p-iodoanisole and n-butyl acrylate (previous yield 96%). The loss in catalytic
activity was likely due to the poor selectivity of the recovery process and the mixed metal
content of the resulting bio-PdNPs.
Many different bacterial strains have been employed in the recovery of palladium for
use as bio-PdNPs in catalysis. The strain chosen has a distinct effect on both the yield of
palladium recovery as well the size of the resulting bio-PdNPs, with the latter having a
potential impact on the catalytic activity. In order to elucidate how these variables vary across
different strains of bacteria, Macaskie et al. investigated the recovery efficiency, nanoparticle
size and catalytic activity of a series bio-PdNPs derived from different bacterial strains [41].
This revealed that, in general, Gram-negative bacteria led to smaller bio-PdNPs and at a
faster rate than Gram-positive bacteria. In addition, the use of Gram-negative bacteria was
associated with superior catalytic activity. It was concluded that D. desulfuricans and E. coli
were the optimum strains to employ, however the higher yielding aerobic growth of E. coli
make this strain a more practical choice. Consequently, bio-PdNPs derived from E. coli were
explored further in Mizoroki-Heck and Suzuki-Miyaura couplings using a range of substrates
(Table 2).
Table 2. Catalytic activity of bio-PdNPs derived from E. coli.

X

R

reaction time (h)

yield (%)

R

reaction time (h)

yield (%)

I

H

2

78

p-OMe

18

62

p-CF3

18

90

p-COMe

18

23

H

18 h

0

Br

p-COMe

5

54

All the bio-PdNPs described above have been synthesised using bacteria and
required either formate or hydrogen as a reducing agent to achieve the deposition of Pd0
nanoparticles on the support. In 2019, Sotenko et al. demonstrated that the fungus
phanerochaete chrysosporium was capable of absorbing Pd2+ and Pd4+ from an aqueous
solution of K2PdCl6 without the addition of a reducing agent [42]. The fungus adsorbed 82%
of the palladium at a 2:1:1.5 ratio of Pd0:Pd2+:Pd4+ and formed bio-PdNPs with an average
diameter of ~10-14 nm. The resulting bio-PdNPs were applied as a precatalyst in the
Mizoroki-Heck coupling of phenyl iodide and styrene, achieving similar activity to a
commercially sourced Pd/C (Scheme 3).
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Scheme 3. Catalytic activity of bio-PdNPs derived from P. chrysosporium.
In general, bio-PdNPs derived from microbes do not depend on the use of the toxic
reductants or capping agents that are often employed in the chemical synthesis of palladium
nanoparticles. However, none of these systems has shown selectivity for palladium over all
the other platinum group metals (PGMs) present in real waste material. Furthermore,
palladium recovery from acidic waste streams containing copper ions, such as those
originating from printed circuit boards, is especially challenging due to the inhibitory effect of
Cu2+ on the hydrogenase enzymes involved in the reduction of Pd2+ [43]. For a summary of
microbially-recovered palladium, see Table S2 in the Supplementary Information.
Due to their high surface area and tuneable porosity, metal organic frameworks
(MOFs) are an attractive material for the detection and adsorption of heavy metals. It is
therefore unsurprising that MOFs have been investigated for their potential to recover
palladium from acidic waste streams [44], and have also found application as supports for
heterogeneous palladium catalysis [45]. In a recent report by García et al., a previously
reported zirconium-based MOF (UiO-66-NH2) was functionalised with a pyridyl-triazole ligand
(UiO-66-Pyta, 2) in order to improve the palladium adsorption rate and capacity (Figure 1)
[46].

Figure 1. Pd adsorbent UiO-66-Pyta (2). Adapted with permission from: [46].
The MOF, UiO-66-Pyta (2), was able to recover 97% of Pd2+ ions present in an acidic
solution (pH = 4.5) after just 5 minutes. Furthermore, 2 was reused following desorption of
palladium by 1 M nitric acid with a gradual decrease in recovery yield from 97% to 82% over
5 cycles of reuse. The adsorption of palladium was shown to be tolerant to high
concentrations (2 mgL-1 metal cation in 0.1 mgL-1 of Pd2+) of Zn2+, Pb2+, Fe3+, Mn3+, Ni2+,
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Co3+, Al3+, Cu2+ and Ag+ ions, however details of the selectivity for Pd were not provided. The
catalytic activity of a MOF loaded with Pd2+ (Pd-UiO-66-Pyta) was investigated in the SuzukiMiyaura coupling of bromobenzene and phenyl boronic acid. This revealed that the catalyst
maintained an 80% yield over the course of 3 cycles of re-use and subsequent SEM imaging
of the recovered Pd-UiO-66-Pyta indicated that the catalyst had not undergone any
significant structural changes. In addition, ICP-AES analysis of the reaction filtrate showed
the presence of negligible amounts of palladium species, although an exact quantity was not
provided.
Selectivity between the different metal ions present in acidic waste streams is
typically achieved by exploiting differences in their size, coordination and electronic
properties [32,33]. However, the differing catalytic activity of the metals for specific chemical
transformations could also potentially serve to distinguish between the metals. Palladium is
well-established as a highly active catalyst for C-C and C-N bond forming reactions, in
contrast to most other PGMs. Hence, the catalytic activity of palladium represents another
property which could be exploited in its selective recovery. The only report to take advantage
of these differences in activity is that by Shuai, Astruc, Zhao and co-workers [47], shown in
Scheme 5. Terminal alkynes were attached to a polyvinyl alcohol backbone (APVA, 3) before
cross-linking of the ethynyl groups in a Glaser coupling to form a diyne gel (Pd-BAPVA, 4).

Scheme 4. BAPVA Gel formation via Pd2+-catalysed Glaser coupling.
The Glaser coupling was performed in an acidic solution containing Pd2+ ions, which
were the only species directly involved in the cross-linking of the adsorbent. As the PVA gel
formed, the Pd2+ ions performing the catalysis were encapsulated inside the gel pores, whilst
the other metal ions present in the mixture remained outside the gel network. The resulting
Pd-bound gel was then immersed in water, washing away any free metal ions whilst
maintaining Pd2+ encapsulation. The technique lends itself particularly well to the recovery of
palladium from acidic waste streams, as the rate of gel formation increases significantly at
low pH (pH 7, 24 h; pH 0.5, 2 min). The selectivity of the approach for palladium was probed
by examining the extent of gel formation with different metal ions as well as the selectivity of
palladium recovery from mixed metal solutions. From a series containing Pd2+, Ru3+, Rh3+,
Fe3+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Al3+, Mn2+, Au3+ and Pt4+, only Pd2+ exhibited any activity for
the Glaser coupling. In a mixed metal solution, Pd2+ was successfully trapped over Fe3+,
Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+ and Al3+, achieving a 79% recovery of palladium, though selectivity of the
technique for Pd in the presence of Pt, Rh or Au was not explored. The catalytic potential of
the palladium-loaded gel was then investigated through the reduction of the divalent
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palladium in 4 with NaBH4, which, following freeze-drying, resulted in the formation of an
aerogel (5) containing monodisperse palladium nanoparticles (~1.9 nm diameter). The
aerogel was applied in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of phenyl bromide with 4 different aryl
boronic acids, achieving excellent conversions over 6 reuse cycles without any significant
loss in catalytic activity (Scheme 6).

Scheme 5. Pd0-BAPVA catalysed Suzuki-Miyaura coupling products.
While good selectivity for Pd2+ was shown for a mixed metal solution (Fe3+, Co2+, Ni2+,
Zn and Al3+), it would have been instructive to have applied the system to a model acidic
waste stream containing other PGMs. Nevertheless, the work is the first illustration of an
approach that harnesses the unique catalytic properties of palladium for its selective
recovery. It is worth noting, however, that the exact influence that the palladium-mediated
cross-linking has on the recovery process is unclear, as a control experiment measuring the
extent of palladium adsorption onto a pre-cross-linked BAPVA gel was not conducted.
2+

A palladium recovery process has recently been reported that yields a catalytically
active micellar palladium solution (Figure 2) derived from waste multi-layer ceramic
capacitors (MLCC) as the palladium source [48]. After dissolution of the Pd/Ag alloy in the
MLCC with 3 M nitric acid, the Pd content was selectively extracted into an organic heptane
or toluene phase using either a sulfoxide (bis(2-ethylhexyl sulfoxide, 6) or an amide (N,N’dimethyl-N,N’-dibutyltetradecylmalonamide, 7) extractant. Palladium was then back extracted
from the organic phase using an aqueous solution containing the surfactant, tris(hydroxymethyl) acrylamide. Palladium recovery values between 86-97% were obtained,
depending on the surfactant and the conditions employed. The aqueous micellar phase
containing palladium was then used to catalyse the room temperature Suzuki-Miyaura
coupling of 3-bromoanisole and phenyl boronic acid in the presence of tributylphosphine. A
slightly reduced yield of 77% was obtained for this reaction when compared to that achieved
by Pd(OAc)2 (85% yield) under the same conditions. Crucially, both the organic extractant
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employed during recovery and the catalytic micellar phase could be reused, significantly
reducing the amount of waste produced during both recovery and catalysis.

Figure 2. Micellar palladium recovery and catalysis. MLCC = multilayer ceramic capacitors.
Adapted with permission from: [48].

2.2.
Palladium catalysts recovered directly from solid end-of-life materials
As described above, the dissolution and selective recovery of palladium is a challenging
process which typically relies on strongly acidic reagents. However, an alternative approach
has been developed which avoids the use of reagents such as aqua regia, by recovering
palladium directly from the solid waste material. This technique is sometimes referred to as
solid-liquid extraction, however this term leads to some ambiguity as it is also used to refer to
the use of a solid heterogeneous adsorbent to treat acidic liquid waste streams. The key
difference between the approach described in this section compared to those outlined in
Section 2.1 is the absence of the first acidic dissolution step. The direct recovery of palladium
from milled, solid waste material has the significant advantage of avoiding many of the
environmentally-harmful reagents and conditions typically used (e.g., aqua regia). For a
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summary of palladium recovered directly from solid end-of-life materials, see Table S2 in the
Supplementary Information.
In seminal work from 2005 [49], Serpe and colleagues reported the first selective and
non-acidic dissolution of palladium from a model spent catalytic converter. Between 90-99%
palladium recovery was achieved through the use of the dithioxamide lixiviant, Me2dazdt2I2
(8, Me2dazdt = N,N′-dimethyl-perhydrodiazepine-2,3-dithione), in an organic solvent under
mild conditions (Table 3, entries 1-4). Crucially, 8 was found to be inert towards Pt and Rh,
which are metals often found in catalytic converter designs. The recovery could also be
performed by adding iodine and Me2dazdt separately, however kinetic analysis illustrated
that the formation of the iodine charge transfer adduct, Me2dazdt2I2, was key to the recovery
process [50]. It is worth noting, however, that longer times are needed (7 days for complete
conversion) to achieve palladium dissolution than is required for the acidic dissolution
techniques discussed in Section 2.1. For a full comparison, see Table S2 in the
Supplementary Information.
Table 3. Oxidative dissolution of Pd0 using a system based on dithioxamides and iodine.

entry
lixiviant
Pd-content (wt%)
support
temperature
yielda (%)
a
8
1
2.8
Ce0.6Zr0.4O2
99
80 C
a
8
2
0.7
Ce0.6Zr0.4O2
92
80 C
8a
3
0.7
Al2O3
90
80 C
10b
4
Pd metal
r.t.
77
a Conditions: 2:1 ratio of dithioxamide and Pd content in MEK for 168 h. b Conditions: 2 equivalents dithioxamide,
5 equivalents I2, EtOAc, r.t., 6 h.

Unfortunately, palladium metal could only be recovered by heating 9, which led to
destruction of the dithioxamide ligand. It should also be noted that current routes to this
commercially unavailable ligand require the use of Lawesson’s reagent and consequently,
with its associated poor atom economy, the economic and environmental viability of the
technique is limited at present. This prompted the investigation of the less expensive
dicyclohexyl dithiooxamide (10) ligand, which can be obtained by a more atom-economical
synthesis from commercially available dithiooxamide [51]. The use of compound 10 led to
77% palladium recovery from metal powder in the form of compound 11, however, recovery
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from a model waste solid was not explored in this case (Table 3, entry 4). Both palladium
recovery complexes (9 and 11) have since been investigated for their activity in the
regioselective C-H bond functionalisation of benzo[h]quinoline and 8-methylquinoline [51],
competing favourably with the results reported by Sanford using Pd(OAc)2 (Table 4) [52].
Table 4. Catalytic activity of the palladium recovery products 9 and 11.

9b

Pd(OAc)2a

11b

time (h)

Pd mol%

yield (%)

time (h)

Pd mol%

yield (%)

time (h)

Pd mol%

yield (%)

18-24

1.2-5.1

71-95

1-4

2

79-100

3

2

95

a Temperature:

100 C. b Temperature: 50 C.

The recovered palladium complexes (9 and 11) led to improved turnover frequencies
(TOFs) and numbers (TONs) than Pd(OAc)2 across all solvents investigated, despite the use
of less energetic conditions. More recently, the same group described the synthesis (88%) of
a related palladium recovery product (12, Scheme 7) [53], which was previously isolated as a
side product (5%) from the synthesis of 9 [49]. Recovery product 12 showed similar activity
to 9 for the C-H functionalisation reactions in Table 4 [51]. Moreover, 12 was further
functionalised by ligand substitution to yield other catalytically useful complexes [53]. This
ligand displacement also permitted the recovery of dithioxamide ligand 8 (Scheme 7).

Scheme 6. Further transformation of recovery product 10 through ligand substitution. DPPE
= 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane.
In 2018, the Friščić group reported the first solvent free recovery of palladium [54].
Palladium metal was mechanochemically converted to water soluble halide salts in the
presence of potassium peroxymonosulfate (Oxone) and a halide salt (NH4X or KX; X = Cl,
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Br, I). Impressively, over 98% conversion could be obtained in just 30 minutes at room
temperature (Scheme 8).

Scheme 7. Solvent-free mechanochemical oxidation of Pd0 to Pd2+ complexes.
Furthermore, the resulting palladium salts were quantitatively converted, without any
purification, into catalytically useful complexes (13-16) after an additional 30 minutes of
milling in the presence of a slight excess of a ligand (Scheme 7). The use of organic solvents
was, however, necessary to separate the complexes from the ionic by-products. Some of the
palladium complexes (but not those with phosphine ligands) were also obtained through a
‘telescoped’ reaction, in which the ligands, oxidant and Pd metal were combined and
subjected to the mechanochemical process. Various forms of palladium were successfully
employed as sources of the metal, including pellets, wire, powder, Pd/C and waste palladium
black from a Suzuki-Miyaura reaction. Furthermore, the recovered complex 15 was
investigated for its catalytic activity in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of 2,5-dibromo-p-xylene
and phenyl iodide with phenyl boronic acid (Scheme 9).

Scheme 8. Catalytic activity of mechanochemically recovered 15.
Finally, a 1:2:1 three-component mixture of Pd, Pt and Au was milled, resulting in the
selective oxidation of Pd and Au over Pt. Further work is needed to establish if palladium can
be selectively oxidised from the support material of a real waste electronic or catalytic
converter sample.
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2.3.
Direct application of spent catalytic converter material
The reports discussed so far utilise spent catalytic converters as a secondary source of
palladium and have all employed some initial chemical manipulation to yield the catalytic
system. Some of these transformations allow palladium to be recovered selectively over the
other components present in the waste material, such as the support and other metals. A few
research groups have decided to take an alternative approach. Foregoing these chemical
transformations entirely, their approach has been to use the recovered solid directly as a
heterogeneous catalyst. This direct application has the obvious advantage of fewer recovery
steps and reduced consumption of solvents and other materials involved in treatment. As
discussed below, the combined presence of Pt and Rh alongside Pd in waste catalytic
converters appears to render them fairly active hydrogenation catalysts (in suitably milled
form). For a summary of the direct application of spent catalytic converters, see Table S3 in
the Supplementary Information.
The first application of a solid material sourced directly from an end-of-life catalytic
converter as a catalyst was reported in 2011 by Zengin et al [55]. A used catalytic converter
was washed with chromic acid, dried for 12 h at 120 C and crushed in an agate mortar. Xray fluorescence (XRF) analysis revealed that the resulting catalyst powder contained
0.465% Pd and 0.040% Rh. The powder was then applied in the hydrogenation of 13
different substrates (selected examples given in Scheme 10).

Scheme 9. Catalytic activity of mixed metal powder containing Pd and Rh sourced from a used
catalytic converter (Pd loading approximately 4.4 mol%).
In each case, 1 mmol of substrate was used with 1 g of waste catalyst powder,
equating to approximately 4.4 mol% of palladium. The catalyst could also be reused without
any loss in activity being observed after 4 runs. More recently, further publications have
appeared detailing the application of powder from waste catalytic converters as
hydrogenation catalysts [56,57]. In these studies, the waste catalytic converter powder
(WCCP) was washed with hot water, ethanol and acetone, followed by drying at 100 C. A
comparison between the TGA data for the washed and an unwashed sample illustrated the
importance of this procedure. The unwashed sample exhibited a loss of mass of around 20%
that was attributed to the volatility of carbonaceous contaminants. Conversely, only around
4% mass loss was observed for the washed sample. The resulting mixed-metal WCCP was
used as a heterogeneous catalyst for the hydrogenation of 5 different industrially relevant
substrates under flow conditions [56]. In general, the WCCP did not perform as well as the
commercial Pd/C catalyst, however similar yields were obtained to the earlier report by
Zengin and co-workers (Scheme 10) [55] over much shorter reaction times, albeit under
considerably harsher conditions (comparisons to commercial 1% Pd/C given in Scheme 11).
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Scheme 10. In-flow hydrogenation activity of WCCP. All reactions performed in toluene;
Residence time (τ) = catalyst cartridge volume/flow rate.
The high stability of the WCCP was also illustrated in the in-flow hydrogenation of (−)isopulegol over a duration of 8 h. A decrease in catalytic activity (94% down to 85% yield)
was observed after 2 h but no additional loss in activity was noted for the remaining 4-8 h.
Furthermore, the catalyst activity was completely restored following a toluene washing cycle,
indicating that the loss in activity was due to the adsorption of organic material onto the
catalyst surface and not due to leaching of the catalyst into solution. STEM-HAADF imaging
on a WCCP sample following 8 h of hydrogenation supported these findings and revealed
that neither leaching nor aggregation of the metal nanoparticles had occurred. Further work
from the same group expanded these studies to the continuous flow tandem cyclisationhydrogenation of (+)-citronellal to (–)-menthol [57]. The cyclisation step was catalysed by iron
oxide nanoparticles loaded onto the ceramic core of a scrap catalytic converter (Fe-WCCP),
whilst the subsequent hydrogenation step was catalysed by the unmodified WCCP material.
The conversion was compared to both silica supported iron oxide nanoparticles and
commercial 5% Pt/C and Pt/C catalysts (Table 5).
Table 5. Tandem cyclisation-hydrogenation of citronellal catalysed by WCCP; Residence time
(τ) = catalyst cartridge volume/flow rate.

entry
1
2
3
4

iron oxide support
Fe-WCCP
Fe-SiO2
Fe-WCCP
Fe-WCCP

hydrogenation catalyst
WCCP
WCCP
5% Pd/C
5% Pt/C

conversion (%)
92
86
88
89

(–)-menthol yield (%)
77
70
70
82

In general, the iron oxide nanoparticles supported on WCCP performed better than
those supported on silica (Table 5, entries 1 and 2) and the commercial Pt/C catalyst
performed only slightly better than the Pd-WCCP (Table 5, entries 1 and 4). The catalysts
exhibited very good stability, with no decrease in yield being observed until 7 h of reaction in
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continuous flow. This deactivation was only temporary, as it was found that the original
catalyst activity was regained following a toluene wash. The possibility of leaching was ruled
out through ICP-MS analysis of the product mixture, which showed no presence of metallic
contaminants.
The reduction of nitroarenes to amines catalysed by material from a scrap catalytic
converter (0.115 wt.% Pd and 0.491 wt.% Pt) has also been reported [58]. A range of 20
different nitroarenes was investigated, resulting in yields of 82-97% after 4 h. The catalyst
was also reused for 6 reaction cycles without any observable loss in activity, once again
highlighting the high stability of systems based on direct use of material from scrap catalytic
converters.
Waste catalytic converter powders (WCCP) have also been employed as
heterogeneous catalysts in C-C cross-coupling reactions. In work by Trzeciak et al. the
Mizoroki-Heck coupling of 6 different substrates was investigated as well as the SuzukiMiyaura coupling of phenyl iodide and phenyl boronic acid [59]. Material from different endof-life automotive catalysts was used with differing palladium, rhodium and platinum
contents, however no significant correlation was observed between palladium content and
activity (Scheme 12).

Scheme 11. Mizoroki-Heck activity of a waste catalytic converter powder.
The WCCP exhibited good activity for phenyl iodide and disubstituted alkenes,
however phenyl bromides and trisubstituted alkenes exhibited significantly reduced
performance. In addition, 97% yield was obtained in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of phenyl
iodide and phenyl boronic acid in an IPA:H2O solvent mixture at 80 C. In these studies, the
WCCP was not subjected to any pre-treatment or washing steps, which leads to the risk of
unwanted effects from the other components still present in the milled material. This could be
one cause of the variability in performance observed for the catalysts in the study.
3.0.
Low-loading homogeneous palladium catalysts
Traditional approaches to palladium-mediated homogeneous catalysis typically employ metal
loadings in the range 1-5 mol%. Many of the environmental and economic costs associated
with palladium supply can be significantly reduced simply through the use of less palladium
in reactions. In the 2004 review on high-turnover palladium catalysts by Farina, it was
highlighted that the cost of a palladium catalyst is effectively eliminated at TONs  106 [60].
As our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning palladium catalysis has improved,
researchers have been able to design highly active palladium systems that can be employed
at low catalytic loadings. The use of low catalyst loadings has the additional advantage of
reducing palladium contamination in the product, an important consideration for
pharmaceuticals where the heavy metal content of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
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is strictly regulated. This subsection reviews the scope and activity of low-loading
homogeneous palladium catalysts, where low-loading is defined as equal to or lower than
1000 ppm ( 0.1 mol%) of palladium. Many publications have reported the use of low
palladium loadings, making a comprehensive review of the area impractical in this survey of
sustainable palladium catalysis. However, a large proportion of these reports do not explore
low-loading palladium catalysts beyond the reaction optimisation of a single substrate. As
this review seeks to describe approaches that can be used more generally, the examples
covered herein focus on studies in which low loadings of palladium have been successfully
applied to more than a single substrate.
The success of many of the following palladacycles, pincer and other catalysts
bearing polydentate ligands is often ascribed to their high thermal stability, which prevents
their precipitation as palladium black, even under harsh reaction conditions. Numerous
reports have also shown that many of the low-loading palladium precatalysts deliver their
catalytic activity (to varying extents) through the formation of Pd0 nanoparticles and clusters,
rather than as molecular complexes [61–64]. These two aspects are illustrated in one
example, in which the high stability of a palladacycle led to slow release of Pd0 nanoparticles,
thus slowing aggregation and precipitation as palladium black [65]. Palladium complexes
bearing N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligands have also been shown to proceed via
palladium nanoparticles with reports indicating that the activity observed is due to the lability,
rather than stability, of the NHC-metal bond [66,67]. In contrast to the traditional view of the
strong -donor properties of carbene ligands, this lability may also explain why carbene
complexes are more often employed at lower temperatures than palladacycles and pincer
complexes. The formation of Pd0 nanoclusters or nanoparticles as the catalytic species under
low-loading conditions appears to disfavour the further aggregation of the nanomaterial to
form larger, less catalytically active structures [63,64,68–71]. This mechanistic aspect is
often manifested kinetically in non-unity or negative catalyst orders [72], initial rate induction
periods and sigmoidal rate curves [73]. Experimental techniques have also been developed
which highlight the role of palladium nanoparticles and help distinguish between
homogeneous and heterogeneous mechanisms of catalysis [72,74].
3.1.
Low-loading palladium catalysts with phosphine ligands
Unsurprisingly, phosphine ligands frequently appear in designs for low-loading catalysts
(Figure 3). Plenio and co-workers reported that a 9-fluorenylphosphine ligand (17) enabled
the Sonogashira and Suzuki-Miyaura reactions to be catalysed by Na2PdCl4 at loadings of 33
and 50 ppm, respectively [75]. In addition, the same group illustrated that sulfonation of the
same phosphine ligand (18) enabled a set of Suzuki-Miyaura couplings to be performed in
water at 1000-50 ppm. A simpler tri-tbutylphosphine ligand has also been successfully
employed with Na2PdCl4 as an effective low-loading Sonogashira catalyst system (19) [76].
In more recent work, an indolylphosphine ligand (20) was shown to enable the SuzukiMiyaura coupling of a range of aryl chlorides at 1000-10 ppm with Pd(OAc)2 [77]. For a
comprehensive list of phosphine systems employing palladium at low loadings see Table S4
in the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 3. Phosphine ligands used in low-loading palladium catalysis (X indicates the halide
in the aryl halide coupling partner).
3.2.
Low-loading palladacycle catalysts
Some of the earliest publications describing low-loading palladium catalysis utilised
palladacycles and a selection of designs are shown in Figure 4. In 1998, early pioneering
work by Bedford et al. described an orthopalladated triarylphosphite palladium complex (21)
that catalysed the Mizoroki-Heck coupling of an activated and deactivated aryl bromide at 10.1 ppm and 100 ppm, respectively [78]. The same group later reported a design (22), in
which the introduction of a more π-acidic phosphite enabled the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of
7 deactivated and sterically hindered aryl chlorides at catalyst loadings between 10-0.5 ppm
[79]. Since this early work, palladacycles have become some of the most well studied lowloading palladium catalysts. A cyclopalladated ferrocenylimine complex was reported (23) to
catalyse both the Suzuki-Miyaura and Mizoroki-Heck couplings of a wide range of
challenging aryl chlorides and bromides at 1000 ppm [80]. The same complex proved to be
active also in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of activated aryl chlorides at 100 ppm [81]. In
2007, Sudalai published on an orthopalladated hydrazine (24) which showed impressive
activity as a water soluble catalyst, achieving Suzuki-Miyaura TONs of up to 98,000 (0.001
mol%) at room temperature [82]. At a loading of 0.00025 mol%, the same complex catalysed
the Mizoroki-Heck coupling of a range of alkenes and aryl bromides. In 2016, Carrow and
colleagues reported the first synthesis of a triadamantylphosphine ligand. Experimental and
computational results revealed that the ligand imparts greater steric bulk than that provided
by P(t-Bu)3, alongside electron donating properties comparable to carbene ligands [83]. The
ligand was incorporated into a cationic palladacycle (25), which was found to be an active
Suzuki-Miyaura catalyst at loadings as low as 50 ppm. Two interesting phosphine-containing
mono- and bis-ylide palladacycles were reported by Nasri in 2014. Of the two complexes, the
bis-ylide palladacycle (26) was shown to perform better overall, catalysing both SuzukiMiyaura and Mizoroki-Heck couplings of various aryl bromides and chlorides at 10 ppm [84].
A design based on a triazole palladacycle functionalised with polyethylene glycol (PEG) (27)
exhibited TONs as high as 980,000 in Suzuki-Miyaura couplings and TONs of 9100 in
copper-free Sonogashira reactions, with the PEG unit enabling the reactions to be performed
in water [85]. For a comprehensive list of palladacycles employed at low loadings, see Table
S5 in the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 4. A selection of palladacycles used in low-loading palladium catalysis (X indicates
the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
3.3.
Low-loading palladium catalysts with carbene ligands
Palladium NHC complexes have been investigated widely as catalysts that can operate at
low loadings (Figure 5). Nolan and co-workers synthesised a series of 3-allyl-NHC palladium
catalysts (28) for the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of various sterically and electronically
challenging aryl bromides and chlorides, demonstrating activity at loadings as low as 50 ppm
at 80 C [86]. In the same publication, compound 28 was successfully employed as a lowloading precatalyst for the Buchwald-Hartwig amination of some challenging aryl bromides
and chlorides. The potential for NHCs to facilitate the palladium-mediated coupling of
typically challenging aryl chlorides has been further highlighted in a number of subsequent
studies, such as the amination of aryl chlorides with 1000-250 ppm of 29 [87] and the room
temperature Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of a similar set of aryl chlorides with 200 ppm of 30
[88]. Both examples utilised PEPPSI-NHC precatalysts (PEPPSI = pyridine-enhanced
precatalyst preparation stabilisation and initiation), a popular class of Pd-NHC complexes. A
distinct approach was reported by Pietraszuk and colleagues, in which a typical PEPPSINHC precatalyst was first treated with KOH to yield a hydroxide-bridged NHC-Pd dimer (31).
This complex proved to be an effective Suzuki-Miyaura precatalyst at loadings as low as 1
ppm with the hydroxyl ligands allowing the catalyst to be used even in the absence of base
[89].
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Figure 5. Palladium complexes with NHC and imidazolium (pro-)ligands for use as lowloading catalysts (X indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
All catalysts containing NHC ligands discussed thus far involve the isolation of the
palladium complex before its application as a precatalyst. An alternative strategy is to
generate the carbene in situ from the palladium and imidazolium salts. This approach has
been used by Gao and colleagues with an imidazolium-based pro-ligand that forms a pincer
complex with Pd(OAc)2 to catalyse the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of deactivated and orthosubstituted aryl bromides at a 50 ppm Pd loading (32) [90].
The relative ease with which NHC ligands can be functionalised has led to a range of
different strategies being employed to improve the solubility of their palladium complexes in
water (Figure 6). Kühn and co-workers incorporated a sulfonate group into the design of a
PEPPSI Pd-NHC complex that permitted its use in the aqueous Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of
aryl bromides at 1000 ppm (33) [91]. Appending a tetraalkylammonium salt to the complex
has also been shown to allow the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of aryl bromides at 1000-10 ppm
in water (34) [92]. The same effect has been achieved using pendant carboxylate groups
attached to a bidentate bis(NHC) chelate bound to palladium (35), which was able to
catalyse the Suzuki-Miyaura reaction of aryl bromides at 1000 ppm in water. The palladium
complex could also be precipitated and recovered following protonation of the carboxylate
groups [93].
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Figure 6. Water soluble palladium NHC complexes for use as low-loading catalysts (X
indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
The success of both palladacycles and NHC-Pd complexes in low-loading catalysis
has led to the design of hybrid NHC-palladacycle precatalysts (Figure 7), which also function
at low-loadings. The ferrocenylimine palladacycle 23 has been functionalised with an NHC
ligand (36) [94] and was found to function as a Suzuki-Miyaura precatalyst at a lower loading
than the palladacyclic complex 21. In 2016, Cao and co-workers reported an imino-NHCpalladacycle (37) that catalysed the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of both sterically and
electronically deactivated aryl chlorides, achieving excellent yields at 0.005 mol% catalyst
loading after just 2 h [95]. The examples reported included the successful coupling of
particularly challenging substrates at very low catalyst loadings, under relatively benign
conditions and using an environmentally-benign solvent system (2 h, 80 C, IPA:H2O). For a
comprehensive list of NHC systems employing palladium at low-loadings, see Tables S6-S9
in the Supplementary Information.

Figure 7. NHC-palladacycle precatalysts for use as low-loading catalysts (X indicates the
halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
3.4.
Low-loading palladium catalysts with pincer ligands
Palladium pincer complexes contain a meridional tridentate ligand which imparts a high
thermal stability to the complex, in a similar manner to that found in palladacycles. This
stability often necessitates the use of higher reaction temperatures to generate the active
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species and, consequently, high boiling point solvents. Nevertheless, the frequent application
of palladium pincer pre-catalysts at low-loadings merits their discussion here (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Selected examples of palladium pincer complexes used at low catalytic loadings.
Pip = piperidyl (X indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
In early work in the area, Yao and co-workers demonstrated that a selenium-ligated
pincer complex (38) was active in the Mizoroki-Heck reaction of aryl bromides at 3.5-7 ppm
[96]. along with other related complexes. This was followed by later work by Frech et al.
describing the use of low-loadings of Pd-pincer complexes (39) for the Mizoroki-Heck
coupling of aryl bromides and chlorides at 200-0.2 ppm [97]. The same complex was also
found to catalyse the copper- and amine-free Sonogashira coupling of a wide variety of aryl
iodides and bromides at 0.5-50 and 100 ppm respectively [98]. This led to investigation of
Suzuki-Miyaura couplings between aryl bromides in aqueous media, enabled by a design
featuring a bulkier pincer complex (40) [99]. The unsymmetrical pincer complex 41 was used
to catalyse the arylation of aryl amides and aryl sulfonamides via C-H bond functionalisation
at 500 ppm [100]. For a comprehensive list of palladium pincer complexes employing
palladium at low loadings, see Table S10 in the Supplementary Information.
3.5.
Low-loading palladium catalysts with other polydentate ligands
A large number of other polydentate ligands have been employed successfully in palladiummediated catalysis at low catalyst loadings (Figure 9), with complexes containing polydentate
amino and imino ligands being the most common. In 2014, Chalker and colleagues illustrated
that melamine (42), a commercially-available and inexpensive triazine derivative (~£20/kg),
enabled the use of Pd(OAc)2 as an aqueous Suzuki-Miyaura catalyst at 0.1 mol% catalyst
loading [101]. A bidentate, sulfonated, pyridyl-triazole ligand (43) was employed in the
aqueous Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of aryl bromides at a palladium loading of 0.01-0.001
mol% [102], while Doucet, Santelli and co-workers demonstrated that [Pd(3-allyl)Cl]2 could
be used with a tetradentate phosphine ligand (44) at catalyst loadings of 0.001-0.000005
mol% in Suzuki-Miyaura couplings of aryl bromides [103]. The same precatalyst system (42)
was also applied to the Sonogashira and Mizoroki-Heck couplings of a very wide range of
aryl bromides, vinyl bromides and aryl chlorides at 1 ppm catalyst loadings [104–106]. A
benzimidazolyl-phosphine (45) was applied as a mixed-donor ligand with 100-1 ppm
Pd(OAc)2 to couple a number of phenyl boronic acids with a set of sterically- and
electronically-challenging aryl and heteroaryl chlorides at a catalyst loading of 500-1 ppm
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[107]. For a comprehensive list of heteroatom-based polydentate systems employing
palladium at low loadings, see Table S11 in the Supplementary Information.

Figure 9. Various low-loading catalyst systems featuring polydentate ligands (X indicates the
halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
3.6.
Low-loading palladium nanoparticle catalysts
Many of the palladium complexes discussed above have been reported to exert their
catalytic activity in the form of metal nanoparticles and clusters. In these cases, it is likely that
the ligand plays a role in stabilising the resulting nanoparticles. In parallel, researchers have
also synthesised and stabilised palladium nanoparticles ex situ and subsequently applied
them as low-loading catalysts (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Ligands and supports use in low-loading palladium nanoparticle catalysis (X
indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner).
Astruc and co-workers reported the synthesis of a dendrimer (46) and PEG triazole
polymer (47) that were used to stabilise palladium nanoparticles [108,109] formed by
reduction of K2PdCl4 by NaBH4. The resulting stabilised nanoparticles were applied in both
Suzuki-Miyaura and Sonogashira cross-coupling reactions at a palladium loading of 1000-10
ppm. In an alternative approach, K2PdCl4 was reduced by sodium formate to form
monodisperse palladium nanoparticles of around 1.5 nm in diameter. After capping the
nanoparticles with a water soluble phosphine ligand (48), they exhibited high catalytic activity
in the room temperature Suzuki-Miyaura reaction of aryl bromides at a loading of 100 ppm in
just 1-2 h [110]. In further innovative work, Lipshutz et al. illustrated that commerciallysourced FeCl3 containing 300-350 ppm of palladium could be reduced by MeMgBr in the
presence of SPhos to form a catalytically active nanocomposite (49) [111]. This
nanostructured material was found to catalyse the coupling of a wide range of aryl halides,
boronic acids, boronic acid esters and K(RBF3) salts. In addition, an aqueous surfactant
developed by the group was shown to be crucial for the catalytic activity and also enabled
the reactions to be performed under environmentally-benign conditions. For a
comprehensive list of palladium nanoparticles employed at low loadings, see Table S12 in
the Supplementary Information.
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3.7.
Low-loading ligand-free palladium salts
The final class of low-loading palladium catalyst systems to be covered are all ligand-free
systems, with Pd(OAc)2 being the most popular precatalyst. In early work, de Vries and coworkers coupled a large library of aryl bromides and alkenes using 500 ppm of Pd(OAc)2,
illustrating that a low palladium loading was crucial to prevent aggregation and deactivation
of the catalyst as palladium black [63]. Palladium acetate was also utilised to couple a large
library of alkynes and boronic acids at a catalyst loading of 100 ppm [112], while the direct
arylation of thiophenes and furans with a range of aryl bromides was also found to be
catalysed by 1000-100 ppm of Pd(OAc)2 [113]. A number of researchers have also used
Pd(OAc)2 as the source of ligand-free palladium nanoparticles. One example is the formation
of water-stabilized three- and four-atom palladium clusters [71], which were active in Heck,
Sonogashira, Stille and Suzuki-Miyaura couplings of aryl bromides at 300-0.3 ppm. More
recently, palladium nanoparticles (mean diameter 3.5 nm) have been prepared by
photochemical reduction of Pd(OAc)2 [114] and then applied to the Suzuki-Miyaura, MizorokiHeck and Hiyama couplings of aryl bromides and chlorides at a palladium loading of 83 ppb.
In addition to C-C couplings, palladium nanoclusters have also been applied to the reduction
of nitrophenols. A broad range of substrates was investigated and it was found that the
reduction product could be controlled by varying the solvent composition [115].
More recently, Pd(TFA)2 (TFA = trifluoroacetate) has been employed in the aqueous
Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of an impressive scope of allylic halides and phenyl boronic acids
[116]. In the context of low-loading catalysis, it is worth noting the 2003 report by Leadbeater
and co-workers of a ‘transition metal free’ Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction of aryl bromides
and phenyl boronic acid in neat water under microwave irradiation [117]. This was
subsequently shown to be due to the presence of 20-50 ppb of palladium present in the
commercially available sodium carbonate used as a base [118]. While not ‘transition metalfree’, these results did indicate that incredibly low loadings of palladium could achieve the
coupling of a range of challenging aryl bromides. Since then, this has been extended to the
Suzuki-Miyaura reaction with trifluoroborate salts and also microwave promoted low-loading
Mizoroki-Heck couplings of aryl bromides [119,120]. For a comprehensive list of ligand-free
systems employing palladium at low loadings, see Table S13 in the Supplementary
Information.
4.0.
Recyclable homogeneous catalysts
Product contamination with catalyst material has long been a concern surrounding the use of
homogeneous catalysis, leading to the need for post-catalysis purification, usually requiring
solvent-intensive column chromatography. One way to address this issue is to immobilise the
catalyst on a solid support and this approach has also been exploited to allow recovery and
reuse of the catalyst. However, there are many methods of achieving the goal of catalyst
recovery and re-use. Over the past decade, advances in water soluble catalysts, ionic
liquids, soluble polymers, thermo-responsive catalysts and supports, as well as catalysts with
sensitivity to pH and light have all contributed to an expanding literature on recyclable
homogeneous catalysis. This section covers the different techniques that have enabled
homogeneous palladium catalysts to be reused. Only studies that have demonstrated that
recycling can be achieved for 5 or more cycles have been included. This does not imply that
any catalyst reused fewer times is without merit and many such palladium complexes have
been included in the previous section on low-loading catalysts. However, the number of
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times a catalyst can be re-used is a key factor in assessing the sustainability of the system
and the ability to maintain activity over five cycles bodes well for its wider use in this manner.
4.1.
Catalysts designed for reuse in water
As described in Section 3, a number of different strategies have been used to render
palladium catalysts suitable for use in water. The substrates and products typically
encountered in palladium-catalysed reactions are often non-polar and insoluble in water. This
aids their separation from the aqueous phase containing the catalyst, allowing the addition of
further substrate and reuse of the catalyst. Water-soluble palladium catalysts are by far the
most common type of recyclable homogeneous palladium catalyst and a few different
strategies to isolate the products have been reported (Figures 11 and 12). Extraction of the
products from the aqueous phase with an organic solvent is the most popular technique,
whilst a few groups have also employed filtration or centrifugation.

Figure 11. Palladium precatalysts designed for recycling in the aqueous phase. PEG3 = 3
polyethylene glycol units (X indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during
catalyst recycling).
In addition to the catalyst design described above (24), Sudalai and colleagues have
also developed a water-soluble sulfonamide precatalyst (50) which, following removal of the
products by solvent extraction, was reused 5 times in the room temperature Suzuki-Miyaura
coupling of phenylboronic acid and 4-bromotoluene [82]. A cumulative TON of 461,100 was
achieved, which is considerably larger than the highest TON (98,000) recorded for the lowloading palladacycle described by the same researchers. In another approach, a watersoluble, cyclodextrin supported palladium complex (51) has been employed as a SuzukiMiyaura precatalyst at a Pd loading of just 10 ppm [121]. The coupling of a number of
different aryl iodides and bromides was investigated with the aqueous layer containing the
catalyst being reused 10 times following extraction of the products with ethyl acetate.
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Figure 12. Palladium precatalysts designed for recycling in the aqueous phase (X indicates
the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
A study by Karimi and Akhavan in 2011 reported a rare example of a catalyst
recycling study using an aryl chloride [122].A polymer based on NHC-Pd units was rendered
water soluble through PEG side chains (52) and the polymeric catalyst was reused 17 times
in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of 4-chlorobenzaldehyde and phenyl boronic acid. Another
macromolecular approach employed a PEG-polyester polymer that formed micelles in water
containing encapsulated palladium nanoparticles (53) [123]. The catalytic micelles promoted
the Mizoroki-Heck reaction of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides with styrene and methyl
methacrylate. In addition, the aqueous layer containing the catalyst was reused 15 times to
couple p-tolyl-iodobenzene and methyl acrylate without any significant drop in yield. A similar
strategy was adopted by Chen et al. [124], who encapsulated a set of NHC-Pd complexes
(e.g., 54) inside a commercially available surfactant. The resulting micelles were employed
as a Suzuki-Miyaura precatalyst to couple tris(4-bromophenyl)amine and a range of phenyl
boronic acids. In this example, the aqueous phase containing the catalyst was reused 5
times after the solid coupling products were isolated by centrifuge. In addition to studies
focusing on C-C bond formation, the palladium pincer precatalyst (55) was employed for
direct C-H arylation [125]. N-methyl-2-oxindole was arylated with a variety of phenyl boronic
acids in water and at a catalyst loading of 100 ppm. After the reaction, the insoluble products
were collected by filtration and the catalyst was isolated from the filtrate and reused 5 times.
For a comprehensive list of palladium catalysts reused in water, see Table S14 in the
Supplementary Information.
4.2.
Catalysts designed for reuse in organic solvents
In contrast to the water-soluble examples, a number of reusable catalysts have been
conceived to operate in polar organic solvents. In all of the following examples, the reaction
products are extracted with an immiscible non-polar organic solvent and the polar organic
layer containing the catalyst is reused (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Palladium precatalysts recycled through their solubility in a polar organic solvent
(X indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
In early work, Fairlamb and co-workers demonstrated that their imidate-phosphine
palladium complex (56) could be reused after catalysing the carbonylative Suzuki-Miyaura
reaction of two aryl bromides and phenyl boronic acid [64]. The reaction was performed in a
solvent mixture of PEG and methanol and the catalyst was reused 5 times following
extraction of the products with a hexane and diethyl ether solvent mixture. The carboxylic
acid functionalised NHC-pincer complex (57) was used to catalyse the aerobic oxidation of
alcohols and benzyl methylene compounds at 100 ppm catalyst loading [126]. These
reactions were conducted in PEG400, containing the catalyst, and the PEG layer was reused
6 times following extraction of the products with diethyl ether at –78 C. Other researchers
have devised systems that operate in simpler, less expensive organic solvents, such as the
cyclodextrin-supported catalyst (58), which was used for the transfer hydrogenation of
various aryl carbonyls in isopropyl alcohol [127]. The catalyst was reused 5 times with only a
small decrease in yield. Gómez et al. immobilised palladium nanoparticles in glycerol using a
water-soluble phosphine ligand (59), allowing the catalyst in the glycerol layer to be reused
10 times in the aminocarbonylation of iodobenzoic acid and benzylamine [128].

Figure 14. A phosphine-based palladium precatalyst reused in hexane (X indicates the halide
in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
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In contrast to the examples described above, which all used a polar solvent medium
and a non-polar extraction solvent, a few groups have employed the reverse strategy.
Bergbreiter and colleagues employed a polyisobutylene-bound phosphine ligand and
Pd(dba)2 (dibenzylideneacetone) (Figure 14, 60) to catalyse the Buchwald-Hartwig amination
of chlorobenzene and morpholine [129]. The reaction was conducted in heptane and the
products were extracted with methanol, permitting the catalyst-containing hexane layer to be
reused 6 times. For a comprehensive list of palladium catalysts reused in organic solvents,
see Tables S15 and S16 in the Supplementary Information.
4.3.
Catalysts reused in ionic liquids
The final class of solvents discussed here for the recycling of palladium catalysts is ionic liquids
(ILs), with all but one of the following examples employing solvent extraction to separate the
catalyst phase from the products (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Palladium precatalysts designed for reuse in ionic liquid media (X indicates the
halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
Many of the strategies used to improve the solubility of palladium catalysts in water
have been applied to ionic liquids. Singh et al. synthesised an imine-palladacycle containing
a pendant alkyl ammonium unit (61) that was employed as a Mizoroki-Heck and Sonogashira
precatalyst [130]. The reactions were conducted in the ionic liquid [TMBA][NTf2] (TMBA = Ntrimethyl-N-butylammonium), which enabled the catalyst to be recycled 7 times following
extraction of the products with diethyl ether. An ionic palladium complex (62) has also been
applied in the ionic liquid [Bpy][BF4] (Bpy = N-butylpyridinium) as a reusable catalyst for the
carbonylative Sonogashira coupling of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene [131]. The ionic
liquid phase containing the catalyst was reused 5 times with only a small decrease in yield.
Finally, Riisager and colleagues developed a Brønsted acid ionic liquid (63) that was
employed as a reaction co-solvent with methanol and 0.3 mol% Pd(OAc)2 in the
methoxycarbonylation of ethylene [132]. The reaction product (methyl propionate) was
decanted from the IL-methanol phase which was subsequently reused 15 times. For a
comprehensive list of the palladium catalysts reused in ionic liquids, see Table S17 in the
Supplementary Information.
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4.4.
Reuse through anti-solvent precipitation
Another method of catalyst recycling that manipulates the phase difference between the
palladium species and the reaction product is anti-solvent precipitation. In this approach, the
catalyst is directly isolated at the end of the reaction following addition of an anti-solvent,
whilst the reaction products are retained in solution (Figure 16). One advantage to this
technique is that it permits the catalyst to be analysed between each cycle, allowing
improved understanding of the effects of the recycling process on the catalyst.

Figure 16. Palladium precatalysts recycled using anti-solvent precipitation (X indicates the
halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
In an unusual approach, an oligomeric, silsesquioxane-supported NHC-Pd
precatalyst (64) was prepared using a solvent-free, solid-state annealing process [133]. This
was then employed as a homogeneous Suzuki-Miyaura catalyst for a wide range of aryl
bromides under mild conditions. Addition of ethyl acetate was used to precipitate the catalyst
from the aqueous solution, allowing it to be reused 10 times without any observed drop in
activity. A phosphine-based dendrimer (65) synthesised by Fan et al. was used to
encapsulate palladium nanoparticles that were subsequently applied as a Suzuki-Miyaura
catalyst for a large range of aryl bromides and chlorides [134]. The catalyst could also be
recovered following precipitation with methanol and was reused 9 times in the coupling of piodophenol and phenyl boronic acid. In the final example covered here, a star-shaped
polymer containing an NHC-Pd complex (66) was used that could be precipitated from DMF
at the end of the reaction [135]. The polymer was employed as a catalyst for Stille couplings
and could be reused 5 times without any significant drop in catalytic activity. It is noteworthy
that the authors of this recycling study halted the reaction before it had reached quantitative
conversion, in order to assess the impact of the recycling process on the catalytic activity
(see Section 5.3). For a comprehensive list of palladium catalysts isolated and reused by
anti-solvent precipitation, see Table S18 in the Supplementary Information.
4.5.
Reuse through phase separation induced by temperature and pH changes
The catalysts covered thus far attain their reusability by taking advantage of differences in
the innate solubility differences between the catalyst and the reaction substrates/products.
As an alternative, a number of groups have employed precatalysts for which solubility and
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phase residency can be reversibly manipulated, either through changes in temperature or
changes in pH (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Palladium precatalysts recycled by temperature-induced phase separation (X
indicates the halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
It was discovered that the phosphine-based PEG copolymer (67) could be separated
from water at 60 C [136] and this allowed it to be employed as a re-usable Suzuki-Miyaura
catalyst for a range of aryl bromides in water at a catalyst loading of 0.5 mol%. After each
cycle, the organic products were isolated by solvent extraction. Heating the remaining water
to 60 C resulted in phase separation of the polymer catalyst, which was subsequently
isolated by centrifuge and reused 5 times with only a slight decrease in yield. Kim and coworkers also employed a polymer-supported catalyst to couple isocyanides [137]. This was
achieved by preparing a polyacrylamide block copolymer containing an NHC-Pd complex
(68) which was employed in a decane:DMF solvent mixture. At 110 C the reaction is entirely
homogeneous but, on cooling, the solvents separate into two layers and the polymer-bound
catalyst partitions into the decane layer, allowing its reuse. The isocyanide coupling was run
continuously in flow for 18 h, providing yields between 76-82%. A similar strategy was
employed for 69 [138], which was found to be insoluble in DMF at –30 C, permitting its
isolation by centrifuge and reuse 8 times in the Mizoroki-Heck coupling of 4-bromoanisole
and methyl acrylate. Yields between 95-100% were obtained, albeit with the need for
extended reaction times (3-20 h) after the initial run.
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Figure 18. A palladium pre-catalyst recycled by adjusting pH and irradiation (X indicates the
halide in the aryl halide coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
Functional groups that are sensitive to pH have also been used to manipulate the
solubility of palladium-based catalysts. An elegant example of this approach is that used by
Liu and colleagues in the design of an NHC-Pd complex containing two nitrobenzospiropyran
tags (Figure 18, 70), which is sensitive to pH and light [139]. At pH 12, the spiropyran ring
opens to form a phenoxide (71), permitting its use as a homogeneous catalyst in IPA:H2O
mixtures before partitioning from the aqueous-IPA layer into DCM at pH 7 (72). The open
form could then be converted back to the closed spiropyran precatalyst (71) on irradiation
with UV light. The catalyst was isolated from DCM and reused 8 times (cumulative TON:
3,750) in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of p-bromotoluene and phenylboronic acid, with no
decrease in yield being observed until the fifth cycle of reuse. For a comprehensive list of
palladium catalysts isolated and reused by phase separation induced by pH, light or
temperature, see Table S19 in the Supplementary Information.
4.6.
Other catalyst recycling techniques
In 2018, Flores, de Jesús and co-workers synthesised a dendritic NHC-Pd complex (Figure
19, 73) based on a polybenzyl ether backbone that could be isolated and reused via
nanofiltration [140]. The high molecular weight of the third generation dendrimer (MW =
3580.08 gmol-1) enabled the catalyst to be separated selectively from the products of a
Mizoroki-Heck reaction by filtration through a ceramic membrane. Methyl acrylate and piodotouene were coupled 13 times without any observed loss in catalytic activity. In addition,
palladium contamination in the final product was reported to be just 3 ppm, illustrating both
the high stability of the dendritic palladium complex, as well as the efficiency of the
nanofiltration process. Commendably, the group also recorded kinetic data for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
10th and 13th recycling experiments, which helped provide information on the recyclability of
the catalyst.
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Figure 19. Other recycled palladium precatalysts (X indicates the halide in the aryl halide
coupling partner used during catalyst recycling).
A recent report found that an anionic NHC-Pd complex (74) forms during the course
of a Mizoroki-Heck coupling reaction [67]. Isolation and re-use of 74 illustrated that it was as
catalytically-active as the parent NHC precatalyst. The organic coupling product was then
isolated by distillation, allowing the ionic palladium species to be reused 6 times in the
Mizoroki-Heck coupling of iodobenzene and butyl acrylate with no significant decrease in
activity until the 6th cycle. Similarly, Hughes and colleagues reported that a Pd-BINAP
complex (75) could be reused 10 times in the methoxycarbonylation of phenyl acetylene
following distillation of the reaction products [141].
5.0.
Conclusions and outlook
The examples in this review were chosen to cover the breadth and scope of techniques,
catalyst designs, reaction conditions, substrates and transformations. Whilst drawing on
some of the points made above in the main text, the conclusions will also refer to the
summary tables provided in the Supplementary Information. It should also be noted that the
TONs provided in the summary tables and referred to throughout the conclusions were
calculated by dividing the moles of product by the moles of palladium, and the number of
active sites was not taken into consideration. Whilst this simplistic view of catalysts TON
does not provide a definitive measure of the activity of many of the catalysts covered herein,
it is the simplest metric to measure the quantity of palladium used and thus the sustainability
of a catalyst with respect to palladium consumption.
5.1.
Recovered palladium catalysts: Selectivity and scope
Palladium is present in waste electronic equipment in varying amounts, alongside gold and
platinum [142,143]. Since their introduction, three-way catalytic converters (TWCs) have
utilised palladium, platinum and rhodium, although recent designs have moved towards ‘Pdonly’ formulations [144,145]. As a result, the selectivity of a recovery process impacts the
potential to valorise the other precious metals present in the waste stream, alongside the
purity of the recovery product. Despite this, selectivity for palladium over the other precious
metals is often overlooked and selectivity is instead frequently assessed only against first
row transition metals. The choice to explore selectivity in this way when recovering palladium
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from acidic waste streams is especially striking given that numerous patented and
industrially-implemented metal recovery processes remove the first row transition metals
before commencing the recovery of the precious metals [146–149]. In a few examples, the
selectivity of the recovery process was either reported qualitatively or not explored at all. In
order for catalysis by palladium recovery products to be adopted more widely, the selectivity
of the recovery process must be reported in a way that is relevant to the proposed waste
stream, ideally using a real or model waste sample.
In terms of catalytic activity, a reasonably broad scope of transformations has been
explored using recovered palladium catalysts. Hydrogenation and reduction reactions have
been particularly well studied, with metal powder derived directly from scrap catalytic
converters exhibiting excellent stability and activity in the hydrogenation of both commodity
and fine chemicals. The direct application of end-of-life material as a catalyst gives this
approach a key advantage over techniques that rely on reagents like aqua regia. However,
the direct application of spent catalytic converters may not be as economically viable as a
technique that enables the valorisation of all the precious metals present in the waste
stream. Beyond the reported scope of hydrogenation reactions, researchers have also begun
exploring the Suzuki-Miyaura and Mizoroki-Heck reactions with catalysts recovered from
acidic waste streams. These catalysts have been applied to a limited number of simple aryl
iodides and bromides. Future work needs to expand the scope of recovered palladium
catalysts to couple aryl chlorides and other more challenging and commercially relevant
substrates.
5.2.
Low-loading catalysts
More than 80 different reports describing low-loading palladium catalysts have been
published over the last 20 years. Unsurprisingly, the Suzuki-Miyaura and Mizoroki-Heck
reactions are the most widely studied, with 55 and 21 reports, respectively. As a result, there
are a number of reports of palladium catalysts capable of coupling aryl chlorides at TONs
10,000, including ones that are considered to be sterically and electronically challenging
[75,77,79,83,84,86,89,92,95,97,107,114,116,150–152]. Conversely, only 8 examples of
Sonogashira reactions were found, with only one example coupling an (activated) aryl
chloride [104]. Similarly, only one of three Stille couplings [153] and one of two Hiyama [114]
couplings involved the successful coupling of an aryl chloride at a low palladium loading.
Given that the synthesis of aryl iodides is both economically and environmentally more costly
than aryl bromides, which are more costly still than aryl chlorides, a low-loading catalyst that
can couple aryl chlorides is highly desirable. It is therefore important that future work on
these reactions also explores the coupling of aryl chlorides at a low palladium loadings.
Of the more than 80 reports on low-loading catalysts, 41 utilised either a palladacycle,
pincer or other multidentate ligand. Not only are complexes of these multidentate ligands
most frequently reported to function at low metal loadings, they also provide 3 of the 5
highest TONs. Whilst the high activity of these thermally stable complexes is beneficial for
the sustainability of palladium, it is also important to consider the impact it has on some of
the other reaction parameters. For example, 15 of the 23 different palladacycle conditions
employed reaction temperatures 100 C, whilst only 8 of the 23 reports involving NHC
complexes used temperatures 100 C. Beyond the energy cost, elevated reaction
temperatures also necessitate the use of undesirable high-boiling point solvents like
dimethylformamide. For example, 15 of 23 different reports of NHC-Pd complexes used
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water or an alcoholic solvent, compared to only 6 palladacycles. This suggests that, whilst
palladacycles, pincer and other multidentate complexes are more often the most sustainable
with respect to palladium consumption, palladium complexes bearing NHC ligands often
provide a better balance between solvent choice, energy consumption and TON. Similarly,
palladium nanoparticle catalysts operate without the need for reaction temperatures above
100 C.
An impressive range of transformations has also been explored in 10 reports of
ligand-free, low-loading palladium catalysts, with the only notable absence being BuchwaldHartwig couplings. Furthermore, a reasonably broad substrates scope has been explored,
with successful coupling of aryl bromides and aryl chlorides. Three publications describing
ligand-free palladium couplings employed in situ or ex situ formation of palladium
nanoparticles, 6 utilised simple, commercially available palladium salts and even the
palladium found in commercial Na2CO3 being sufficient to catalyse the reaction. Given that
these ligand-free catalysts avoid the multistep synthetic routes necessary to produce many
precatalysts, they are frequently described as being inherently more environmentally-benign.
However, it is important to note that a thorough understanding of the environmental benefits
requires a more complex and nuanced analysis. For example, Hudson and Katz’s recent
gate-to-gate analysis of the sustainability of different palladium catalysts reported that, in one
example, synthesis of the catalyst had little contribution (+0.4%) to the total energy
consumption of a palladium-catalysed process. In contrast, the preparation of the catalyst
system did lead to a substantial (+25%) increase in the total consumption of palladium,
favouring approaches using just the metal salt promoted by additives. In the literature
covered herein, the ligand-free catalysts employed conditions similar to those employed for
the thermally stable complexes discussed above. For example, TONs between 103-106 were
consistently achieved, however, in most cases these TONs were achieved at reaction
temperatures 100 C. Finally, due to limited, accessible reserves of phosphate rock,
phosphorus is also frequently described as an endangered element [5,154]. Therefore,
catalysts that do not utilise phosphorus containing ligands or additives, such as ligand-free
salts and carbene complexes, have an advantage in this respect. It should be noted though
that the scarcity of phosphate rock is still a topic of contentious debate [155].
Another key discussion point raised by the success of the ligand-free palladium
catalysts at such low loadings is the importance of including control studies to ascertain the
benefit of additional ligand design. In addition, many of the publications on low-loading
catalysts do not perform a control experiment in the absence of any added palladium
catalyst, even those that utilise Na2CO3. In addition, only a few reports explored the role and
significance of their palladium species with respect to a simple palladium salt such as
Pd(OAc)2. Finally, Pentsak and colleagues recently illustrated that trace palladium
contamination found on the surface of a PTFE stirrer bar provides sufficient palladium to
couple 1-bromo-4-nitrobenzene and phenyl boronic acid [156]. Despite this observation, it is
rare to see the use of aqua regia to remove any metal impurities on stirrer bars or glassware
being reported.
5.3.
Recyclable catalysts
Our investigations into recyclable catalysts has revealed that they catalyse the same types of
reactions to those reported for low-loading catalysts, with the Suzuki-Miyaura and MizorokiHeck reactions being the most widely studied. Where the fields appear to diverge is in the
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substrate scope. Whilst some of the recyclable catalysts were able to couple more
challenging substrates, such as aryl chlorides, effectively, only 3 out of 51 examples utilised
an aryl chloride as the recycling study [122,129,157]. In most cases, the substrates being
investigated during catalyst recycling were simple (and considerably more facile) aryl iodides.
It would be helpful if future work could focus on the potential for recycling in reactions based
on aryl chlorides and other substrates that are commercially relevant.
When evaluating the sustainability of palladium catalysis, the cumulative TONs
achieved by many of the recyclable catalysts suggest that the recyclability of a catalyst alone
is not sufficient to render it a more sustainable option. This can be understood by considering
how the catalyst loading and the number of cycles affect the cumulative TON. For example, a
recyclable catalyst loaded at 1 mol% must be reused 100 times before it can achieve a
cumulative TON equivalent to the TON provided by a catalyst loaded at 0.01 mol%
(assuming quantitative yields). The five reusable catalysts that achieved the best cumulative
TONs among recycled systems all utilised catalyst loadings of 0.05 mol% or less
[82,122,158–160]. Moreover, for each of the five coupling reactions catalysed by both lowloading and recyclable catalysts, the low-loading catalysts consistently provided higher TONs
and thus the better sustainability for palladium. It is worth noting that the catalysts recycled
through their solubility in a particular solvent phase lead to the generation of less solvent
waste, especially when the products can be separated by centrifuge, filtration or decantation.
When assessing the recyclability of a catalyst, it is important also to consider the
duration of the reaction being studied. In many cases, the reactions chosen to investigate
recyclability are reported to reach quantitative conversion with no accompanying data on the
duration of the reaction. If there is no optimisation to ascertain the minimum time required to
reach equilibrium, a decrease in activity of the catalyst might be disguised by the fact that
much longer reaction times are being used than necessary. Reporting the recyclability in this
way often leads to the conclusion that there is no loss in catalytic activity. While this may
indeed be the true in some cases, this approach compromises efforts to make a fair
comparison between different systems. Greater clarity and transparency would be achieved
if investigations into the reusability of a catalyst were to include kinetic data in some form.
Examples of methods used to provide such data on catalyst recyclability include: the
termination of the reaction before it has reached completion so that activity changes are
reflected in the reaction outcome [135]; comparing the kinetic profiles for each cycle [67,140].
Similar considerations also hold for single use catalysts, where comparisons of activity are
frequently undermined by the tendency to run reactions to complete conversion. Finally,
techniques that involve the isolation of the catalyst between each run offer an opportunity to
measure the efficacy of the recycling process. For example, this can be achieved by
providing a yield of the recovered catalyst or through analysing the recovered catalyst
spectroscopically. Despite the opportunity to gain this insight, many studies overlook these
aspects in favour of statements on the high yields, low loadings or number of cycles
achieved. Interested readers should consult a recent editorial in ACS Catalysis and the
references therein for a more in-depth discussion on catalyst stability and the best
approaches for describing catalyst reusability [161].
5.4.
Final remarks
Compared to the earliest reports discussing palladium-catalysed reactions, the design of
modern catalyst systems has led to significant improvements in palladium consumption. This
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is particularly true for the Suzuki-Miyaura and Mizoroki-Heck reactions, with fewer
sustainable options being reported for other coupling reactions. Of all the approaches
described here, low-loading catalysis has the least impact on palladium usage yet this
approach still relies on the availability of primary palladium sources. Given the increasing
maturity of the fields of low-loading, recyclable and recovered metal catalysts, it will be
fascinating to see whether these aspects can be combined to design highly active, recyclable
catalysts from end-of-life material. If this can be achieved and translated to processes on an
industrial scale, it will help relieve pressure on primary palladium sources.
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S2
Summary Table S1. Palladium recovery materials and catalytic activity of the recovery products
Palladium catalysts recovered from acidic waste streams
Pd recovery
Recovery conditions Pd
adsorbent/
recovery
capacity
(time,
temperature, recovery
lixiviant
selectivityb
pH/solvent)
(%)
(mgg-1)a
PEI-AO 1
50 min, r.t, 6
91
97.7
n/d
PEI24 h, r.t, 1
80
n/d
Ni, Fe, Mn
LCTCN
UiO-665 min, r.t, 4.5
>97
294.1
n/d
Pyta 2
2 min, r.t,
Al, Ni, Zn,
APVA 3
n/d
152.4
0.5/H2O:DMF
Fe, Co
5/6 and
Ag, Cu, Fe,
4 h, 80 °C, <1
Micellar
86-97
n/d
Ni, Pb
extraction

adsorbent reuse
cycles
(% Pd recovery)c
4 (91-85)
n/d
5 (97-82)
n/d
n/dl

Palladium catalysts recovered from the extraction of solid end-of-life materials
Al, Ce, Zr,
90-99
n/a
n/a
168 h, 80 C, MEKe
Rh, Pt

reactions

substrates
(no.)

catalyst
reuse cycles

yields
(%)
(reaction times)

Ref.

reduction

4-NPd (1)

5

98 (3-12 min)e

[8]

reduction

4-NPd (1)

3

93 (10 min)f

[9]

SuzukiMiyaura
SuzukiMiyaura

PhB(OH)2 (1)
PhBr (1)
PhBr (1)
ArB(OH)2 (4)

3

80 (2 h)

[10]

6

93-98
min)

SuzukiMiyaura

PhBr (1)
PhB(OH)2 (1)

n/dl

70-77

(18-27

[11]

[12]

quinoline (2)
[13],
0
79-100 (1-4 h)
ROH (4)
[14]
quinoline
(1)
[13],
DCDTO 8
6 h, r.t, EtOAcf
77
n/a
n/d
n/d
0
100 (3 h)
MeOH (1)
[14]
quinoline
(2)
[13],
IDTO 6
4 h, r.t, Acetoneg
88
n/a
n/d
n/d
0
61-99 (2-3 h)
ROH (3)
[15]
PhBr
(1)
Suzuki98j
Oxone/X-h
30 min, r.t., n/ai
n/a
Pt
n/a
PhI (1)
0
85, 91 (~18 h)
[16]
Miyaura
72-94k
PhB(OH2) (1)
n/d: no data. n/a: not applicable. a Typically referred to as q0. b Metals listed are those which have been proven to not be significantly (>50%) co-recovered with Pd.
c Adsorbent reuse cycles dependent on Pd desorption. d 4-NP: 4-nitrophenol. e 10 equivalents NaBH . f 1000 equivalents NaBH e Palladium recovered from a model catalytic
4
4
converter in methyl-ethyl ketone. f Palladium recovered from palladium metal powder in ethyl acetate. g Palladium recovered from palladium metal powder in acetone.
h NH X and KX. i Solvent free mechanochemical recovery. j Yield of [PdX ]2-. k Yield of palladium acetate/phosphine complexes. l Although no data was given, the authors
4
4
state that 5,6 and the micellar catalyst can be reused.
DTO 6

C-H
oxidation
C-H
oxidation
C-H
oxidation

S3

Summary Table S2. Microbial recovery of palladium and catalytic activity of bio-PdNPs
microbe species

PdII
reducing
agent

Pd
recovery
(%)

reaction

D. desulfuricans

H2

-

reduction

B. sphaericus

H2

-

reduction

D. desulfuricans

E. Coli

H2

H2

-

-

reduction

reduction

SuzukiMiyaura

C. necator

formate

reaction conditions
5 wt%
bio-PdNPs,
5 atm H2,
70 °C, 60 min
2 wt%
bio-PdNPs,
5 atm H2,
70 °C, 60 min
5 wt%
bio-PdNPs,
2 atm H2,
IPA, 40 °C, 5 h
2 wt%
bio-PdNPs,
2 bar H2, IPA,
40 °C, 40 min
2 mol%
bio-PdNPs,d
EtOH:H2O, TBAB,
Na2CO3, 50 °C, 616 h

96-100c
MizorokiHeck

1 mol%
bio-PdNPs,d
DMF, Na2CO3,
80 °C, 12-24 h

substrates

yields
(%)

Ref.

itaconic acid

85

[1]

itaconic acid

92

[1]

96a
2-pentyne

25b

[2]

100a
2-pentyne

24b

PhB(OH)2
10 aryl iodides

79100

n-Bu acrylate
10 aryl iodides

86100

t-Bu acrylamide
2 aryl iodides

81-99

n-Bu Acrylate
3 aryl bromides
n-Bu acrylate
2 aryl iodide
n-Bu acrylate
1 aryl bromide

[3]

[4],
[5]

53-97

1 mol%
96, 99
Bio-PdNPs, DMF,
P. putida
formate
Na2CO3, 80 °C,
88
24 h
0.3 mol%
ethyl acrylate
MizorokiBio-PdNPs, NMP,
1 aryl iodide
78,
[6]
Heck
Na2CO3, Et3N, 130
1 aryl bromide
54
°C, 2-5 h
0.1 mol%
E. Coli
H2
>99
bio-PdNPs,
1 mol%
PhB(OH)2
SuzukiJohn-Phos,
3 aryl bromides
23-90
[6]
Miyaura
EtOH:H2O,
1 aryl chloride
17
Na2CO3, 80 °C,
18-24 h
0.5 mol%
bio-PdNPs, DMF,
Mizorokiphenyl iodide
P. chrysosporium
none
82e
95
[7]
Et3N,
Heck
styrene
120 C, 65 min
a
Yield given as conversion of 2-pentyne. b Yield given as pentane yield. c Model acidic waste (pH 1.4) containing Ag, Au, Pt,
Pd, Rh, Ir, Ru, Pb, and Cu. Pt (70%) and Rh (55%) also recovered. d bio-PdNPs employed originated from pure Pd solution,
not from the model waste stream. e 2:1:1.5 Pdo:PdII:PdIV, 2 days for recovery from neutral solution.
MizorokiHeck

S4
Summary Table S3. Direct application of spent catalytic converter material.
reactiona

xb

H

-

no.
products
13

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)
~44,000 ppm/THF/r.t/5-24 h
mLmin-1

H

-

5

-/toluene/100-160 °C/0.1

R

-

20

~3,200 ppme/EtOH:H2O/5-25 °C/4 h

yields
(%)
75-96

TONsc

Ref.

17-22

[17]

11-100

-

[18,19]

85-97

~313e

[20]

~14,000-3.3 ppmf/DMF/140 °C/4-24 h

M-H

I
6
1-97
[21]
~6,667-120 ppmf/IPA:H2O/80 °C/6-24 h
S-M
I
1
35-100
a H: Hydrogenation, R: Reduction, S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling,So:
Sonogashira. b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd]. d Under microwave irradiation. e Scrap catalyst
also contained ~7,550 ppm of Pt. f Palladium loading varied significantly between different scrap samples.

Summary Table S4. Low-loading catalysis using phosphine complexes
reactiona

xb

So
S-M

Br
Cl
Br
Cl
Br

S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
M-H

Cl
I
Br
Br

no.
products
5
5

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)
200-33 ppm/HN(iPr)2/50 C/3-24 h
500 ppm/dioxane/100 C/24 h

yields
(%)
88-100
65-100

5

1000-50 ppm/H2O/r.t-100 C/0.25-20 h

31
25
2
4
4

TONsc

Ref.

4,750-26,400
1,300-2,000

[22]
[22]

43-100

430-20,000

[22]

1000-50 ppm/HN(iPr)2/80 C/5-24 h

85-97

850-19,200

[23]

1000-10 ppm/dioxane/100 C/2-24 h

70-100

[24]

10 ppm/H2O/100 C/15 min-9 h

95-100

100 ppm/DMF/120 C/2-6 h

97-100

850-100,000
95,000100,000
9,700-10,000

[25]
[25]

Br
10
57-100
570-1000
[26]
1000 ppm/MeOH:H2O/65 C/3 h
S-M
Cl
5
62-99
1240-1980
[27]
500 ppm/dioxane/95 C/6-22 h
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling,So: Sonogashira. b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol
product/mol [Pd]. d Under microwave irradiation.
S-M

S5

Summary Table S5. Low-loading catalysis with palladacycles
conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)

Br

no.
products
3

100-0.1 ppm/DMA/180 C/6-69 h

yields
(%)
96-100

S-M

Cl

7

10-0.5 ppm/dioxane/100 C/24-48 h

41-100

S-M
M-H

10
11
1
2
14

1000 ppm/dioxane/100 C/12 h
1000 ppm/DMF/140 C/16-24 h

S-M

Cl
Br
I
Br
Br

S-M

Br

S-M

Cl
Br
Cl
Br

reactiona

xb

M-H

M-H

S-M
M-H

TONsc

Ref.
[28]

74-99
47-100

9,800-5,750,000
82,0002,000,000
740-990
470-1000

1000-10 ppm/DMA/145 C/3 h

100

1000-100,000

[31]

1000-10 ppm/DMF:H2O/90 C/10 h

91-95

940-95,000

[32]

5

1000-60 ppm/DMF:H2O/90 C/3-12 h

50-100

5000-16,667

[33]

20
15
2

1000 ppm/DMF/130 Cd/20 min

58-95

580-950

[34]

10 ppm/H2O/25 C/3 h

63-98

63,000-98,000

[35]

12

2.5 ppm/H2O/100 C/6 h

79-94

316,000376,000
5100-9900

[29]
[30]
[30]

[35]

I, Br 8, 6
51-99
[36]
100 ppm/DMF/80 C/24 h
I, Br
N
6
88-95
1760-3760
[37]
250-500 ppm/THF/75 C/12 h
Cl
I, Br 2, 7
S-M
90-96
1800-1920
[38]
500 ppm/EtOH/60 Cd/1-8 min
Cl
1
I, Br 2, 7
St
85-97
850-970
[38]
1000 ppm/DMF/90 Cd/1-7 min
Cl
1
S-M
Cl
7
870-19,400
[39]
1000-50 ppm/THF/100 C/10 min-12 h 87-97
Br
17
S-M
60-100
3250-100,000
[40]
200-10 ppm/toluene:H2O/100 C/5 h
Cl
7
Br
7
S-M
70-87
70,000-87,000
[41]
10 ppm/DMF/110 C/1.5-12 h
Cl
6
Br
7
M-H
59-93
59,000-93,000
[41]
10 ppm/NMP/130 C/24 h
Cl
6
I, Br 7, 18
S-M
74-98
740-980,000
[42]
500-0.5 ppm/H2O/100 C/0.5-12 h
Cl
2
So
I, Br 1, 4
83-91
420-910
[42]
1000-500 ppm/H2O/100 C/4 h
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, St: Stille coupling, N: Negishi, So: Sonogashira.
b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd]. d Under microwave irradiation.
St

S6
Summary Table S6. Low-loading catalysis with carbene complexes
conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)

B-H
S-M
S-M
S-M

Br
Br, OTf
Cl
Br
Cl
Br
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl

no.
products
3
2, 3
9
3
3
4
7
16
16
16
11

So

I

16

reactiona

xb

M-H
S-M
B-H
S-M

1000-4 ppm/DMA/r.t-80 C/3-43 h

yields
(%)
78-99

500-50 ppm/IPA/r.t-80 C/2-15 h

61-96

1220-18,600

[44]

1000-10 ppm/DME/r.t-80 C/2-40 h

85-99

850-970,000

[44]

1000-500 ppm/IPA/40 C/1-24 h

78-99

780-1980

[45]

1000-250 ppm/Toluene/110 C/2 h
200 ppm/IPA:H2O/r.t/6 h
500 ppm/IPA:H2O/r.t/1-31 h
100-1 ppm/EtOH/22 C/24 h

74-96
90-98
80-99
78-99

800-3840
4500-4900
1600-1980
4,400-455,000

[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]

100 ppm/EtOH/80 C/ 1h

74-99

7400-9900

[50]

TONsc

Ref.

1000-250,000

[43]

Cl
27
41-98
410-3920
[51]
1000-250 ppm/EtOH/80 C/2 h
S-M
Cl
48
82-99
820-999
[52]
1000 ppm/THF:H2O/60 C/4 h
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, B-H: Buchwald-Hartwig, So: Sonogashira.
b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd].
S-M

Summary Table S7. Water soluble, low-loading catalysis with carbene complexes
no.
conditions
yields
products
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)
(%)
S-M
Br
21
1000 ppm/H2O/r.t/24-36 h
67-100
Br
10
S-M
48-100
1000-10 ppm/H2O/100 C/10-24 h
Cl
4
Br
22
S-M
42-100
1000 ppm/H2O/100 C/2-6 h
Cl
2
S-M
Br
9
56-99
1000 ppm/H2O/80 C/24 h
I, Br
2, 9
S-M
78-100
100 ppm/H2O/80-100 C/2 h
Cl
4
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling. b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd].
reactiona

xb

TONsc

Ref.

420-1,000

[53]

480-100,000

[54]

420-1,000

[55]

560-990

[56]

7800-10,000

[57]

TONsc

Ref.

8,600- 10,000

[58]

Summary Table S8. NHC-Palladacyclic low-loading catalysts
reactiona

xb

S-M

Br

no.
products
12

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)
100 ppm/Toluene/110 C/0.5-0.75 h

yields
(%)
86-100

Br
25
66-100
660-1,000
[59]
1000 ppm/DMF/140 C/16 h
S-M
Cl
8
86-99
1880-19,800
[60]
500-50 ppm/IPA:H2O/80 C /2 h
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling. b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd].
M-H

S7
Summary Table S9. Low-loading catalysis using imidazolium-based precatalysts
no.
conditions
yields
TONsc
Ref.
products
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)
(%)
I
1
S-M
76-94
760-940,000
[61]
1000-1 ppm/DMF:H2O/110 C/1-12 h
Br
4
S-M
Br
13
89-98
17,800-19,600 [62]
50 ppm/MeOH:H2O/100 C/7 h
I
11
308,000M-H
62-92
[63]
2 ppm/NMP/140 C/42 h
Br
2
462,000
I
12
S-M
61-91
4120-315,000
[63]
200-2 ppm/NMP/140 C/5-48 h
Br
1
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd].
d Under microwave irradiation.
reactiona

xb

Summary Table S10. Low-loading palladium pincer precatalysts
reactiona

xb

no.
products

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)

yields
(%)

M-H

Br

4

3.5-7 ppm/DMA/140 C/24-70 h

76-94

M-H

I

8

1 ppm/NMP:H2O/140 C/21-48 h

78-91

Br
Cl
I
Br
Br

25
9
43
24
19

200-0.2 ppm/DMF/140 C/2-60 h

57-100

100-0.5 ppm/dioxane/140 C/0.25-8 h

58-100

M-H
So

TONsc
40,000240,000
780,000910,000
2,6504,980,000
5,8002,000,000
9,400-10,000

94-100
100 ppm/H2O/100 C/0.5-6 h
Br
19
48-92
960-1840
500 ppm/DMF:H2O/130 C/20 h
I, Br
2
M-H
89-100
1,980-16,667
500-60 ppm/NMP/180 C/n.a
Cl
3
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, C-H: C-H bond functionalisation,
So: Sonogashira. b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd].
S-M
C-H

Ref.
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[70]
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Summary Table S11. Other low-loading catalysts with polydentate ligands
conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)

Br
Br

no.
products
17
10

100-10 ppm/Tol/110 C/18-36 h
100-10ppm/DMF/130 C/24-36 h

yields
(%)
86-100
81-96

S-M

Br

10

100-1 ppm/EtOH/70 C/2-20 h

S-M

Br

9

S-M

Br

11

Hi

Br
Br
Cl
Br
Cl

reactiona

xb

TONsc

Ref.

S-M
M-H

9,300-100,000
8,100-96,000

[71]
[71]

83-97

8,000-860,000

[72]

1000 ppm/H2O/80 C/2 h

84-99

840-990

[73]

100-10 ppm/H2O/70-100 C/2, 22 h

76-99

7,600-98,000

[74]

19
14
5
19
12

1000-100 ppm/H2O/120 C/3-48 h

60-99

600-9,900

[75]

1000-10 ppm/H2O/120 C/1-6 h

41-100

410-100,000

[76]

1000 ppm/H2O/120 C/0.25-3 h

52-100

529-1,000

[77]

Br

12

10-0.05 ppm/xylene/130 C/24-135 h

74-98

75,00019,000,000

[78]

36
4
14

1000-1 ppm/DMF/60-140 C/20 h

50-100

510-1,000,000

M-H

Br
Cl
Br

1000-100 ppm/DMF/130 C/20 h

52-100

520-9,200

[79,
80]
[81]

S-M

Br

34

1000-10 ppm/xylene/90-120 C/2-72 h

45-100

4,500-100,000

[82]

So

Br

39

1000-100 ppm/H2O/100 C/1-24 h

44-100

440-9,900

[83]

S-M
S-M
S-M
So

6
72-98
7,200-9,800
[84]
100 ppm/NMP/140 C /3-24 h
Cl
21
72-100
1,700-720,000 [85]
500-1 ppm/dioxane/135 C/24 h
I
9
S-M
100 ppm/MeOH/r.t./5-16 h
45-95
4,500-9,500
[86]
Br
13
I
9
S-M
45-96
4,500-9,600
[86]
100 ppm/DMF/145 C/20 h
Br
13
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, So: Sonogashira, Hi: Hiyama b x: Aryl halide, c
TON = mol product/mol [Pd].
M-H

Br

S-M

Summary Table S12. Low-loading catalysis using palladium nanoparticles

Br
Br

no.
products
10
20

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)
100 ppm/EtOH:H2O/r.t/1-2 h
600 ppm/dioxane/101 C/20 h

yields
(%)
97-99
86-100

7
5
6
7

100-5 ppm/H2O:EtOH/80 C/0.5-24 h

So

Br
I
Br
I

S-M

I

4

reactiona

xb

S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M

S-M
So
M-H

TONsc

Ref.

9,700-9,900
1,433-1,667

[87]
[88]

72-99

9,000-990,000

[89]

1000-0.3 ppm/H2O:EtOH/28-80 C/6-48 h

40-96

990-2,700,000

[90]

1000-100 ppm/H2O:EtOH/80 C/24-36 h

71-93

930-9,300

[90]

1000-100 ppm/H2O:EtOH/25 C/24-48 h

74-99

990-9,800

[91]

Cd/30

I, Br 1
80-100
10,000-80,000 [92]
100-10 ppm/H2O/80
min
I
1
97
6,467
[92]
150 ppm/H2O/80 Cd/30 min
d
I
1
100
1,000
[92]
1000 ppm/H2O/80 C /2 h
I, Br 33
S-M
72-97
2,057-2,771
[93]
350 ppm/H2Oe/r.t-45 C/10-70 h
Cl
5
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, B-H: Buchwald-Hartwig, St: Stille coupling, N:
Negishi, C-H: C-H bond functionalisation, So: Sonogashira, A-B: Alkyne-phenyl boronic acid coupling, R:
Reduction b x: Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd]. d Under microwave irradiation. e 2 wt% TPGS-750-M.

S9
Summary Table S13. Ligand-free, low-loading palladium precatalysts.
conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/time)

Br

no.
products
32

500 ppm/NMP/135 C/1-15 h

yields
(%)
80-100

-

25

100 ppm/MeCN/70 C/12-24 h

42-98

C-H

Br

20

1000-100 ppm/DMAc/150 C/20 h

M-H
So

Br
Br

4
12

300 ppm/NMP:H2O/135 C/24 h
300-3 ppm/NMP:H2O/135 C/24 h

St

Br

3

30-3 ppm/NMP:H2O/135 C/24 h

44-91

S-M

Br

2

30-0.3 ppm/NMP:H2O/135 C/24 h

61-87

Br
Cl
I, Br
Cl
I, Br
Cl
Br
Cl

8
9
6
2
5
4
48
55
6

833-83 ppb/MeOH:H2O/100 C/3-24 h

76-98

83 ppb/DMF/130 C/5-24 h

71-98

83 ppb/H2O/100 C/5-24 h

61-86

1000 ppm/H2O:EtOH/r.t/3-30 min
100 ppm/H2O/90 C/3 h

reactiona

xb

M-H
A-B

S-M
M-H
Hi
R
S-M

TONsc

Ref.

4,000-5,000

[94]

4,200-9,800

[95]

44-100

440-10,000

[96]

40-99
94-99

[97]
[97]

75-97

1,333-3,300
3,133-330,000
30,333233,33329,0002,033,333
912,36411,807,229
8,554,21711,807,229
7,349,39810,361,448
750-970

71-95

7,100-9,500

[100]

[97]
[97]
[98]
[98]
[98]
[99]

300,000[101,
16,166,667
102]
M-H
Br
17
45-83
23,684-88,889 [103]
19-9 ppm/H2O/170 Cd/12-22 min
a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, St: Stille coupling, C-H: C-H bond
functionalisation, So: Sonogashira, A-B: Alkyne-phenyl boronic acid coupling, Hi: Hiyama, R: Reduction, b x:
Aryl halide, c TON = mol product/mol [Pd]. d Under microwave irradiation. e Calculated for 50 ppb Pd.
S-M

Br

24

2.5 ppm-50 ppb/H2O/150 Cd/7 min

55-97
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Summary Table S14. Palladium catalysts designed for reuse in water.
conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/
time)c
1000 ppm/H2O/r.t/n.d

no.
cyclesd

yields
(%)e

total
TONf,g

TOFsh,i

Ref.

100 ppm/H2O/60 C/3-6 h

6 SE
5C

98-94
95-80

5,760
44,600

n.d
1,483-3,167

[104]
[105]

Br

600 ppm/H2Og/45 C/2 h

8F

100-90

12,717

750-833

[106]

S-M
S-M
S-M

Br
Br
Br

10 ppm/H2O/25 C/3h
100 ppm/H2O/r.t/4 h

95-88
98-92
99-92

461,000

100 ppm/H2O/70 C/2 h

5 SE
5 SE
10 SE

47,300
97,200

29,333-31,667
2,300-2,450
4,600-4,950

[35]
[107]
[108]

S-M

Br

10 ppm/H2O/80 C/n.d

10 SE

94-88

905,000

n.d

[109]

M-H
S-M

I
I

10,000 ppm/H2O/80 C/4 h
1000 ppm/H2O/r.t/30 min

6 SE
6 SE

96-90
80-72

556
4,570

[110]
[110]

S-M

I

5 SE

98-90

944,000

22.5-24
1,440-1,600
1,080,0003,920,000

S-M
R
S-M
H
S-M

Br
Cl
Br

10,000 ppm/H2O/100 C/1 h
5000 ppm/H2O/r.t/1 h
10,000 ppm/H2O/50 C/n.d

6 SE
6 SE
10 SE
9 SE
6 SE

100-60
100-83
99
70-100
92-97

2,190
2,605
990
1643
569

n.d
n.d
990
167-200
n.d

[112]
[112]
[113]
[114]
[115]

S-M

Br

200 ppm/H2O/100 C/3-5 h

6 SE

98-94

28,700

930-1,633

[116]

S-M

Cl

500 ppm/H2O/60 C/n.d

17 SE

90-100

78,700

n.d

[117]

S-M

Br

500 ppm/H2O/100 C/6-20 h

5 SE

99-75

22,250

225-825

[118]

S-M
H
S-M

Br
Br

5000 ppm/H2O/100 C/3-5 h
4600 ppm/H2O/r.t/3 h
2000 ppm/H2O/80 C/24 h

5 SE
10 SE
6 SE

99-47
95-77
98-90

1,664
1,867
2,820

19-66
56-69
19-20

[119]
[120]
[121]

S-M

Br

1000 ppm/H2O/100 C/1.5-15 h

6 SE

99-60

5,310

66-660

[122]

M-H

I

50,000 ppm/H2O/80 C/36 h

5 SE

99-78

87

<1

[123]

reactiona

xb

S-M
S-M

Br
Br

S-M

5 ppm/H2O:EtOH/78 C/
3-10 min
5000 ppm/H2O/60 C/n.d
5000 ppm/H2O/r.t/n.d

[111]

St
I
5 SE
95-78
431
156-190
[124]
10,000 ppm/H2O/110 C/0.5 h
S-M
I
5000 ppm/H2O/r.t/12 h
7 SE
98-77
1,306
13-16
[125]
1000 ppm/H2O/r.t/n.d
M-H
I
15 SE
99-94
14,440
n.d
[126]
C-H
100 ppm/H2O/r.t/5 h
5F
90-68
40,300
1,360-1,800
[127]
M-H
I
6 SE
99-88
1,130
44-50
[128]
5000 ppm/DMF/100 C/4 h
n.d: no data. bx: Halide used in recycling experiments. c Conditions employed for recycling experiments.
d Recycling technique: SE: Solvent extraction, C: Centrifuge, F: Filtration. a S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling,
M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, C-H: C-H bond functionalisation, H: Hydrogenation, R: Reduction, St: Stille
coupling. e Values in italics are estimates on data abstracted from graphs. e TON = mol product/mol [Pd], total
TON is the cumulative value across all the runs. f TOF = TON/time (h). g Triton X-100 (1 wt%).
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Summary Table S15. Palladium catalysts designed for reuse in polar-organic solvents.
reactiona

xb

Ox
TH
S-M

Br

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/ time)c
100 ppm/PEG400/120 C/48 h
3000 ppm/IPA/r.t/6 h
10,000 ppm/PEG:H2O/80 C/1 h

no.
cycles
6
5
8

yields
(%)d
100-87
96-84
99-94

total
TONd,e
58,700
1,507
775

TOFsd,f

Ref.

181-208
47-53
94-99

[129]
[130]
[131]

431
5
93-81
41-47
[132]
10,000 ppm/PEG:MeOH/90 C/2 h
388
A-C
I
10
99-94
75-79
[133]
25,000 ppm/glycerol/120 C/0.5 h
S-M
20,000 ppm/PEG400/r.t/3 h
9
90-80
385
13-15
[134]
n.d: no data. a Ox: Oxidation, TH: Transfer hydrogenation, S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, A-C: Aminocarbonylation, b x: Halide used in recycling experiments. c Conditions employed for recycling experiments. d
Values in italics are estimates on data abstracted from graphs. e TON = mol product/mol [Pd], total TON is the
cumulative value across all the runs. f TOF = TON/time (h). g Triton X-100 (1 wt%).
S-M

Br

Summary Table S16. Palladium catalysts designed for reuse in non-polar organic solvents.
reactiona

xb

conditionsc
(loading/solvent/temperature/ time)

M-H

I

4-NP

-

500 ppm/toluene/100 C/24 h

no.
cycles
5

yields
(%)d
96-88

total
TONd,e
9,120

20.8 ppm/DCM:H2O/r.t/2.5-30 min

10

100

480,000

TOFsd,f

Ref.

73-80
96,0001,142,857
3g

[135]
[136]

376g
6
94g
[137]
15,000 ppm/heptane/90 C/ 20 h
10,000 ppm/heptane:DMF
M-H
I
6
97
582
194
[138]
130 C,h 0.5 h
n.d: no data. a H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, B-H: Buchwald-Hartwig, R: 4-NP Reduction, b x: Halide used in
recycling experiments. c Conditions employed for recycling experiments. d Values in italics are estimates on
data abstracted from graphs. e TON = mol product/mol [Pd], total TON is the cumulative value across all the
runs. f TOF = TON/time (h). g Average yield and TOF for all 6 cycles. h Under microwave irradiation
B-H

Cl

Summary Table S17. Palladium catalysts designed for reuse in ionic liquids.
reactiona

xb

M-H
So

I
I

M-H

Br

M-C

-

M-H

I

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/ time)c

no.
cycles
7
7

yields
(%)d
100-96
100-90

total
TONd,e
14,766
14,425

6

95-81

3000 ppm/[SMBI][p-TsO]/80 C/
20 min

15

1000 ppm/ILPEG750/80 C/5 h

7

470 ppm/[TMBA]NTf2/80 C/3 h
470 ppm/[TMBA]NTf2/80 C/12 h
5000 ppm/[salox-PEG-DIL][BF4]/
100 C/12 h

TOFsd,f

Ref.

680-709
160-177

[139]
[139]

2,670

34-40

[140]

99-97

4,900

970-990

[141]

98-91

6,590

182-196

[142]

So
I
5
98-92
9,620
1227-1307
[143]
500 ppm/[Bpy]BF4/100 C/1.5 h
n.d: no data. a M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, M-C: Methoxy carbonylation, So: Sonogashira. b x: Halide used
in recycling experiments. c Conditions employed for recycling experiments. d Values in italics are estimates on
data abstracted from graphs. e TON = mol product/mol [Pd], total TON is the cumulative value across all the
runs. f TOF = TON/time (h). g Triton X-100 (1 wt%). g Average yield and TOF for all 6 cycles.
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Summary Table S18. Catalysts reused through anti-solvent precipitation.
reactiona

xb

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/ time)c
1575 ppm/H2O:EtOH/50 C/1 h

no.
cycles
10

yields
(%)d
100

total
TONd,e
6,349

S-M

Br

S-M

I

2000 ppm/dioxane/101 C/20-48 h

9

98-75

4,115

90-83h

217h

Cg/0.5

TOFsd,f

Ref.

635

[144]

8-25

[88]

St
I
5
83-90
[145]
20,000 ppm/DMF/100
h
S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, St: Stille coupling. b x: Halide used in recycling experiments. c Conditions
employed for recycling experiments. d Values in italics are estimates on data abstracted from graphs. e TON =
mol product/mol [Pd], total TON is the cumulative value across all the runs. f TOF = TON/time (h). g Under
microwave irradiation. h Reaction stopped before complete conversion

Summary Table S19. Catalysts reused via temperature and pH induced phase separation.
reactiona

xb

So
S-M

I
Br

S-M

Br

M-H

Br

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/ time)c
10,000 ppm/H2O:Et2O/r.t/n.d
5000 ppm/H2O:IPA/30 C/1.5-12 h

no.
cyclesd
5 (pH)
8 (pH)

yields
(%)
96-90
98-56

total
TONe,f
466
3,705

1000 ppm/H2O/90 C/2 h

5 (pH)

99-97

1000 ppm/DMF/150 C/3-20 h

8 (T)

100-95

TOFsg

Ref.

n.d
23-327

[146]
[147]

4,930

485-495

[148]

7,820

48-333

[149]

Br 5000 ppm/H2O/80 C/24 h
5 (T)
93-91
922
8
[150]
I-C
I
82-76
1,308
74
[151]
5000 ppm/DMF/110 C/-h
a
n.d: no data. S-M: Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, I-C: Isocyanide cross-coupling, So: Sonogashira coupling,
M-H: Mizoroki-Heck. b x: Halide used in recycling experiments. c Conditions employed for recycling
experiments. d Recycling method in parentheses, T: temperature induced. e Values in italics are estimates on
data abstracted from graphs. f TON = mol product/mol [Pd], total TON is the cumulative value across all the
runs. g TOF = TON/time (h). h Reaction performed in flow at 0.4 mLmin-1 for 18 h.
S-M

Summary Table S20. Other catalyst recycling techniques
reactiona

xb

conditions
(loading/solvent/temperature/ time)c

M-H

I

1000 ppm/DMF/130 C/12 h

no.
cycles
13

yields
(%)d
100

total
TONd,e
13,000

TOFsd,f

ref

80g

[152]

I
6
99-85
1,309
64-75
[153]
4400 ppm/DMF/100 C/3 h
M-C
10
100-94
9,720
313-333
[154]
1000 ppm/MeOH/82 C/3 h
a
b
n.d: no data. M-H: Mizoroki-Heck coupling, M-C: Methoxy carbonylation. x: Halide used in recycling
experiments. c Conditions employed for recycling experiments. d Values in italics are estimates on data
abstracted from graphs. e TON = mol product/mol [Pd], total TON is the cumulative value across all the runs. f
TOF = TON/time (h). g Average TOF.
M-H
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